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Abstract

This paper presents the novel MILP formulation of the Biomass Value Chain Model (BVCM), a compre-
hensive and flexible optimisation toolkit that models a large number of bioenergy system pathways. The
model accounts for the economic and environmental impacts associated with the end-to-end elements of a
pathway: crop production, conversion technologies, transport, storage, local purchase, import (from abroad),
sale and disposal of resources, as well as CO2 sequestration by CCS technologies and forestry. It supports
decision-making around optimal use of land, biomass resources and technologies with respect to different
objectives, scenarios and constraints. Objectives include minimising cost, maximising profit, minimising
GHG emissions, maximising energy/exergy production or any combination of these. These objectives are
combined with a number of scenarios (such as including different CO2 prices, different technology and climate
scenarios, import scenarios, waste cost scenarios), different credits (e.g. by-product and end-product, CCS
and forestry carbon sequestration) and a number of constraints such as minimum levels of energy production
and maximum environmental impacts.

The toolkit includes an extensive database of different biomass technologies including pre-treatment, densifi-
cation, liquid and gaseous fuel production, heat and power generation (separately or combined, biodedicated
or co-fired), waste-to-energy conversion and carbon capture and sequestration. A large number of resources
are considered including a variety of bio-resources (e.g. energy crops such as Miscanthus and SRC wil-
low, arable crops such as winter wheat, sugar beet and oilseed rape and short and long rotation forestry),
intermediates, products, by-products and wastes.

The BVCM is a spatio-temporal model: currently it is configured for the UK using 157 square cells of
length 50 km and the planning horizon is from the 2010s to the 2050s, with seasonal variations considered.
The framework is data-driven so the model can be easily extended: for example adding new resources,
technologies, transport modes etc. or changing the time horizon and the location to another country is
only a matter of changing the data. Results of example UK case studies are presented to demonstrate the
functionality of the model.
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1. Introduction

Most energy system studies in the UK indicate a prominent role for bioenergy in the coming decades,
especially if the UK is to meet its emission targets [1, 2, 3, 4]. Bioenergy is a complex and controversial
subject [5]. When deployed properly, it has the potential to help secure energy supply, mitigate climate
change and create development opportunities particularly in the rural areas. However, when implemented5

poorly, it could negatively impact the climate and nature conservation as well as heighten land-use conflicts
(e.g. food cultivation vs. bioenergy production). It is therefore important to understand fully the end-to-end
elements that comprise the bioenergy system: from crops and land use, conversion of biomass to useful
energy vectors, the manner in which it is integrated into the energy system (e.g. into transport fuel or into
generation of heat or electricity), its interaction with systems outside the bioenergy boundary, and also the10

environmental and social impacts.

The Biomass Value Chain Model (BVCM), which was commissioned and funded by the Energy Technologies
Institute (ETI), is a comprehensive and flexible toolkit that models a large number of bioenergy pathways,
currently configured for the UK and over a time horizon of 50 years, from the 2010s to the 2050s. It supports
decision-making around optimal use of biomass resources and bioenergy technologies with respect to different15

objectives such as minimum cost, maximum profit, minimum GHG emissions, maximum energy/exergy
production or a combination of these objectives. The model accounts for the economic and environmental
impacts associated with the end-to-end elements of a pathway: crop production, conversion technologies,
transport, storage, local purchase, import (from abroad), sale and disposal of resources, as well as CO2

sequestration by CCS technologies and forestry. Being a spatio-temporal model, the BVCM considers the20

dynamics and spatial dependence of system properties such as resource availability and demand, determines
where and when to invest in conversion technologies (accounting for technology retirements) and how to
operate them, allocates crops to the available land and determines the logistical interconnections.

The BVCM toolkit comprises the following:

• mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) model implemented in the AIMMS modelling platform [6]25

and solved using the CPLEX MIP solver [7];

• databases, provided as a series of Excel workbooks, that are used to store all of the data concerning
technologies, resources, yield potentials, waste potentials etc. along with a data extraction tool;

• graphical user interface (GUI), also implemented in AIMMS, for configuring and performing optimisa-
tions and visualising the results; and30

• tools implemented in Excel for further analysis of the results.

This paper, which focuses on the first and third components, describes the MILP mathematical formulation
of the BVCM model. The other components provide flexibility to the tool, for example the databases and
the data extraction tool enable the model to be data-driven: the model is easily extensible and applicable
over different spatial and temporal scales, e.g. changing the scale of the model or extending it to include35

more technologies and resources is simply a matter changing the input data. The GUI, on the other hand,
is very useful for scenario shaping as it enables the definition of a large number of “what-if” scenarios.
For example, the user can: choose from the different settings for climate scenario, biomass yields, costs,
efficiencies, imports, wastes etc.; specify the size of land available for biomass growth and whether or not to
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apply different constraints on land; restrict technologies and resources to certain locations; perform regional40

analysis; and perform many more functions. Figure 1(a) shows part of the “Cell Selection” page in the GUI,
which can be used to define the region of interest to be considered in a scenario and Figure 1(b) gives a
screenshot of the “Objective Function” page where the objective of the optimisation and the targets on energy
production and emissions can be defined. Visualisation is also a very important aspect of the tool and the
GUI has been designed to display the results of the optimisation in the most intuitive way: maps are used45

whereever possible to display the location and size of biomass plantations, technologies, resource storage,
import of resources, waste utilisation and transport of resources. The toolkit also includes a stochastic
analysis module wherein uncertainties in key parameters (e.g. biomass yields and costs, technology costs
and efficiencies) can be specified as distributions rather than fixed numbers and a set of solutions is generated
by sampling from these distributions. This allows the identification of more robust solutions, i.e. solution50

features such as resources and technologies that appear in a large number of different scenarios.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Examples of using the GUI to define the optimisation problem: (a) the “Cell Selection” map, where
green circles indicate cells that are included in the problem and red circles are excluded; (b) the “Objective
Function” page, which is used to define the objective of the optimisation, the targets on energy production
and GHG emissions and also allow the user to configure some solver settings.

The main contribution of this paper is the novel and, to date, most comprehensive MILP model of biomass
value chains. There is no model that can address all of the issues relevant to bioenergy, but we believe that
the BVCM considers the largest number of issues (simultaneously) that need to be addressed in biomass
value chains, such as land allocation (accounting for the spatial and temporal variation in biomass yields55

and available land areas), transport and storage of resources, imports, staged investment and retirement
of technologies, co-product and end-product values, carbon capture and sequestration through technologies
(with transport of CO2 to sequestration sites) or by planting forestry, CO2 price scenarios and uncertainty
(although in the interest of space, the stochastic-analysis procedure is not presented in this paper). The
BVCM is a multi-vector model that considers more pathways from biomass to energy than any other model:60

it decides what types of biomass to grow, where and when, and what forms of energy (e.g. heat, electricity,
liquid and gaseous fuels) to produce in order to achieve a given objective subject to constraints on demands,
emissions and so on. It considers a large number of technologies, such as pre-processing, power generation,
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heat production, combined heat and power, biomass to gaseous and liquid fuels and CCS. It also considers a
variety of primary feedstocks including food and energy crops, forestry and waste resources (e.g. municipal65

solid waste), the availability of which are considered on a spatial and decadal basis.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 surveys the previous literature on biomass supply
chain modelling and highlights the need for a comprehensive and flexible model that is applicable for a wide
range of scenarios. The problem statement is given in Section 3 and the model structure is described in
Section 4. The most important part of this paper is the MILP model formulation, which is discussed in70

detail in Section 5. Example case studies are described in Section 6. Finally, some concluding remarks are
made in Section 7. A brief overview of the AIMMS implementation, cost discounting and unit conversion
factors used in the model are also provided in the Supplementary Material.

2. Literature review

There is a growing body of literature on modelling of biomass supply chains. The need to satisfy the75

ever increasing demand for energy (in the form of electricity, heat, gas or transport fuel) while also reducing
GHG emissions has driven a considerable amount of research into low-carbon and carbon neutral technologies.
Among these are a number of technologies based on the conversion of biomass, such as gasification, anaerobic
digestion, biomass-fired boilers and power plants, biomass to ethanol (and other transport fuels). It is natural,
then, to ask which combination of technologies and types of biomass, and their locations, give rise to the80

most efficient (e.g. cost effective) provision of energy. A good overview of the issues and challenges faced in
biomass supply chains is given by Mafakheri and Nasiri [8]. Mitchell [9] provides a concise list of the earlier
biosystems models and describes the development of many of them.

De Meyer et al. [10] analysed the biomass supply chain publications between 1997 and 2012 and categorised
them according to the optimisation approach taken, the level of the main decision variables (i.e. strategic or85

tactical) and the objective function. They found that the majority of publications are focused on an economic
objective and out of these 49 publications, only one used a multi-criteria decision analysis framework, 41
used a mathematical programing framework and the remaining seven used heuristics. Of the 41 publications
using mathematical programming, 32 used mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) and the remainder
used non-linear programming (NLP), linear programming (LP) or integer programming (IP). The reason90

for these results is that a number of descrete decisions need to be made in biomass supply chains, such as
whether or not a transport link exists between two locations and the number of plants to be installed at each
location: these are binary and integer decisions, respectively. These descrete decisions combined with the
continuous decisions, such as how much biomass to harvest in any location and the rate of operation of each
of the technologies, gives rise to a mixed-integer problem (MIP). If all constraints and objective function95

are linear (MILP), this is a significantly easier problem to solve than an MINLP, where at least one of the
constraints or objective function are non-linear. As the BVCM is an MILP formulation, and the majority
of other work in this area is also based on mixed-integer linear programming, this literature review will be
confined to similar models.

Yue et al. [11] categorised biomass supply chain publications according to type of problem being solved100

(e.g. supply chain design, planning and operation, multi-objective optimisation etc.) and the application
area (e.g. first, second, third generation biofuel technologies, algae to biofuels and biomass to heat and/or
power). According to their classification, the BVCM covers all application areas apart from algae to biofuels
(which can be added in a future version) and falls under several of their problem definitions: supply chain
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design and technology selection (where to locate biomass production and technologies, what transport routes105

are taken), planning and operation (when seasonality is considered), decentralised production (the model
will decide whether centralised or decentralised production is most effective), multi-objective optimisation
(the objective function is a user-defined weighted sum of several impacts – cost, GHG emissions, energy
production etc.) and uncertainties.

Almost all existing models use a multi-echelon structure, many of which break the supply chain into three110

echelons for biomass harvesting and storage, preprocessing and storage, and energy conversion (cf. Figure
1 in Mafakheri and Nasiri [8]), with transport between each echelon. Note that these are not the normal
echelons associated with manufacturing supply chains: these include warehouses, distribution centres and
sometimes demand centres and the products are typically unchanged when transported across the echelons;
whereas in the bio-energy context, material is converted at each echelon (raw biomass to densified, densified115

biomass to energy etc.). Čuček et al. [12] followed this approach and also included an echelon for demand
locations. Zhang et al. [13] also used three similar echelons, with harvested biomass in the form of raw forest
residue and road-side chippings, both of which can be transported independently to the preprocessing sites or
directy to integrated sites, which can process raw biomass or preprocessed biomass. In Tittmann et al. [14],
the pre-processing echelon is ignored, yielding a simpler model but one that is unable to explore the trade-off120

between densifying the biomass at source and saving on transport costs, transporting biomass as-received
and saving on investments into densification technologies or even converting the biomass on site. Lin et
al. [15] focused only on bio-ethanol production using a similar echelon structure and model formulation as
Zhang et al. but with only one form of raw biomass. As with Zhang et al., the available biomass is a given
input and no account of land use is made. This “strategic model” is complemented by the “tactical model” of125

Shastri et al. [16], that optimises farm equipment selection, transportation vehicles and biomass harvesting
and delivery schedules, given pre-selected farms, processing facilities and biomass flows. More recently, Lin
et al. [17] integrated the two models.

Čuček et al. [18] extended their earlier model [12] to a 4-layer multi-echelon model with 12 one-month periods,
seasonality, purchase of raw materials and intermediate storage (with losses). Several types of biomass are130

considered and their availability is determined by the allocation of areas in which to grow them multiplied by
yields (independent of location). Areas for the production of food are also considered and it is assumed that
the demands for food and biofuels always exceed their production. A number of technologies are included
that can convert the biomass to several biofuels and by-products. They present hypothetical studies using
regions containing 16 cells (4x4) and 36 cells (6x6).135

You et al. [19] focused only on ethanol production from a generic biomass feedstock with fixed availability.
Efficiencies for the ethanol and by-product are calculated using Aspen Plus simulations and then used in the
4-layer multi-echelon multi-objective MILP, which considers cost, GHG emissions and social benefits (job
creation), to generate Pareto curves. It considers 12 one-month periods and storage of biomass including
storage losses. They restrict each bio-refinery site to one technology.140

Zhang and Hu [20], Shabani and Sowlati [21] and Santibañez-Aguilar et al. [22] also developed multi-echelon
models with 12 one-month intervals. Zhang and Hu presented a 3-echelon model to produce bio-gasoline from
corn stover via fast pyrolysis with upgrading to drop-in biofuels; Shabani and Sowlati considered forestry
residues to produce electricity; and Santibañez-Aguilar et al. developed a multi-objective model, considering
cost, emissions and social impacts, focussing on biofuels from a variety of biomass feedstocks.145

Osmani and Zhang [23] also considered a time horizon of one year but with only four seasons. Their model
is specific for bio-ethanol from crop residues and woody biomass with uncertainty in the supply, demand and
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prices. Duarte et al. [24] considered a longer time horizon of 5 one-year periods, from 2013 to 2017. Their
model is specific to the conversion of coffee cut stems to bio-ethanol, which is blended with gasoline. van
Dyken et al. [25] extended the eTransport model [26] to include biomass and optimised only the operation150

of the system over 12 one-week periods. The eTransport model, however, can consider both investment and
operation but for computational efficiency it decomposes the problem into two parts: an investment model
that determines the infrastructure and set of technologies using dynamic programming and an operational
model that then minimises the cost of meeting the predefined energy demands using MILP.

There are many examples of steady-state multi-echelon MILP biomass supply chain models. These include:155

Akgul et al. [27] for bio-ethanol from corn; Balaman and Selim [28] specific for bio-electricity from corn silage
and animal manure via anaerobic digestion and biogas CHP; Čuček et al. [12] described above; Elia et al.
[29] for generic liquid fuel from crop residues, switchgrass, forest residues, coal and natural gas considering
only a generic conversion process; Elia et al. [30] for bio-fuels (gasoline, diesel and jet fuel) from forestry
residue; Marvin et al. [31] for production of ethanol from agricultural residues; Zamboni et al. [32, 33] for160

bio-ethanol from corn with cost minimisation in part 1 and with part 2 extending the objective function to
include GHG emissions; and Frombo et al. [34] for production of heat from forestry residues, with the excess
heat production being converted to electricity and sold to the grid.

By splitting the supply chain into echelons, the spatial representation of the chain can be simplified: a
number of dedicated harvesting, preprocessing and conversion sites are defined. The alternative is to use a165

full spatial representation of the study area without explicit echelons, typically employing a grid of square
cells, where harvesting, preprocessing and conversion can take place in any cell. The advantage of the former
approach is that the size of the problem can be easily controlled by limiting the number of sites in each of the
echelons; the advantage of the full spatial representation is that, because all elements of the supply chain can
be located anywhere, there is less chance of overlooking a potential location for any of the elements. Some170

multi-echelon models, however, also use a full spatial representation. An example of which is the hydrogen
supply chain model developed by Almansoori and Shah [35] for Great Britain, which is divided into 34
square regions of approximately 108 km in length. Echelons for primary manufacturing of hydrogen (from
biomass, natural gas, coal and electricity), storage sites and fuelling stations for fuel cell vehicles are included
in the model. Dunnett et al. [36] adapted this model to investigate the trade-offs between centralised and175

decentralised preprocessing of the biomass for a biomass-to-ethanol supply chain. Zamboni et al. [32] also
applied the methodology of Almansoori and Shah to model bio-ethanol supply chains in northern Italy, with
various modifications of this model being made up to the work of Akgul et al. [27]. Giarola et al. [37] also
focused on biomass supply chains in northern Italy, this time considering both first and second generation
bio-refineries using a multi-objective optimisation with a more detailed finance model.180

There are also models that consider temporal variation but do not account for the spatial distribution of
system properties. For example, Dunnett et al. [38] considered the operation of a biomass-to-heat supply
chain by utilising the STN (State-Task Network) representation introduced by Kondili et al. [39], to model
the relationship between the different materials in the supply chain and the processes that transform them,
and extending their scheduling formulation [39, 40] to be applicable to bioenergy supply chains. Zamboni et185

al. [41] also developed a multi-period (10 one-year periods) non-spatial model specific to ethanol production
from wheat. The model determines the production of wheat based on the nitrogen dosage level (from a set
of discrete levels) and the end use options for DDGS (animal feed and CHP fuel).

The models mentioned above (except [38]) are based on multi-echelon representation which can be inflexible
if the pathways are fixed, as they usually are, i.e. there are no pathways in which an end-product can be used190
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as an input to a technology. For example, bio-SNG can be an end-product from a gasification technology
and at the same time an input to another technology such as a bio-SNG boiler (i.e. bio-SNG can be an
intermediate). One exception is the work of Kim et al. [42], who recognised that some intermediates can
also be sold. They resolved this issue by including an additional echelon: the “conversion1” plants produce
intermediates that can either be sold or sent to “conversion2” plants that will convert them to gasoline or195

bio-diesel. Although this resolves the issue to some extent, it is not a complete solution because further
echelons would need to be added if more than one processing step is required to convert an intermediate
product to a final product, which would be quite cumbersome, and the most general situation of being able
to convert one resource to another and back again would not be possible (such a situtation may arise, for
example, when considering both liquid and gaseous bio-hydrogen, which should be able to interconvert from200

one form to another in order for the model to decide the form in which to transport and store the hydrogen
at different stages of the chain). Another exception is the model of Čuček et al. [18], already described
above, which is also much more flexible: there are four echelons, L1 to L4, and the pathways are allowed to
recycle within layers L2 (collection and pre-processing) and L3 (bio-refineries) as well as allowing material
to be transported back from L3 to L2.205

An alternative approach, which can represent the different pathways in a more flexible manner, is to use
a similar representation to the STN of Kondili et al. [39], in which the states are replaced by resources
and the tasks by technologies, hence becoming a Resource-Technology Network (RTN). A model based
on this approach was developed by N. J. Samsatli as part of the BP Urban Energy Systems project at
Imperial College [43]. The aggregate formulation (peak and average periods) has been used in a number of210

publications [44, 45, 46]. One advantage of RTN formulations over multi-echelon formulations is that in the
former, resources can be stored at any point in the pathway, whereas in the latter, storage constraints have
to be written explicitly for each echelon. More details about the RTN are given in Section 4.

Overall, the models described above are somewhat limited in a number of ways. Most are restricted to a
particular purpose: many are concerned with biofuels [18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 27, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 36, 37, 41]215

(most of these considered only bio-ethanol), few (separately) considered electricity [21, 28], heat [34, 38] or
hydrogen [35], and none considered multiple end-vectors. Apart from [18, 38, 43], all of the above models
have fixed pathways due to their multi-echelon nature. Often the biomass is restricted to one or two varieties
or is just treated as a lumped resource; usually the land area is not considered and the biomass availability is
a fixed parameter; in the few cases where biomass yields are considered and land areas allocated, the effects220

of climate and soil conditions on yield are generally not explicitly considered (e.g. Čuček et al. [18]). On the
technology side, a limited number of technologies are considered and while some approaches consider staged
investment, few consider capacity retirements (which will be important for longer planning periods, such as
that in the BVCM, which includes data upto and including the 2050s). A number of models only allow one
technology per location, which may not be optimal.225

There is a need for a comprehensive and flexible model that can be used to optimise biomass value chains by
simultaneouslty considering all end vectors (e.g. heat, electricity, liquid and gaseous fuels) using a variety of
feedstock such as energy crops, conventional crops and forestry resources on a national scale with a sufficiently
detailed spatial representation in order to determine the optimal use of land, transport of resources, location
of technologies, emissions etc. It is also important to consider the future energy mix throughout the transition230

towards a lower-carbon economy and to determine what role bioenergy can play: i.e. determining how to
progress from the current energy system to the future one is just as important as determining what that
future energy system should be. Hence a pathway model is required that can account for climate predictions
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and their impact on biomass yields (also on a spatial level). A model that can determine the most effective
biomass value chains to achieve specified targets (e.g. a low cost and low carbon bioenergy system) is an235

essential element in assessing the role of biomass in mitigating climate change. The BVCM was developed
with the aim of addressing all of these issues and is described in the following sections.

3. Problem statement

Since the BVCM is principally a bioenergy pathway model, it must be able to determine what crops to
grow (and where to grow them) in each decade and what technologies to use to convert the crops to end-use240

energy vectors given any set of targets for bioenergy production, which may be overall whole-system energy
targets, targets for each energy vector and even targets at the regional level. The pathway element of the
model refers to both the ability to determine the production pathway from crops to bioenergy, i.e. which
technologies are used in any particular decade, and also the pathway taken over time from the initial state to
the final energy system, which is determined by investing in technologies and changing land use each decade.245

The energy systems and the pathways between them are determined in order to minimise a combination of
whole-system cost and environmental impact (collectively referred to as impacts).

A more specific, but not exhaustive, definition of the problem is:

• Given:

– A spatial representation of the region to be considered (e.g. the whole of the UK) that consists250

of a number of cells characterised by:

◦ The total area of each cell

◦ The coordinates of the centroid of each cell (which are used to calculate the distance between
each pair of cells)

◦ The area of each type of land cover within each cell that is available for growing energy crops255

◦ An existing set of transport infrastructures

– A set of biomass feedstocks characterised by:

◦ A yield potential (odt1/ha/yr) for each cell, in each decade for a number of climate and
technological scenarios

◦ The fraction of the annual yield occurring in each season260

◦ Impacts (cost, GHG emissions etc.) for planting, growing and harvesting

◦ Information on storage: capital and operating impacts, maximum number of seasons over
which a resource can be stored, fraction of stored amount that is lost

– A set of technologies capable of converting the biomass feedstocks to final energy vectors, via
any number of intermediates, with the properties (for each decade, with the exception of existing265

capacity):

◦ Minimum and maximum capacity of a single plant, along with availability in hours per year

1Oven dry tonne
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◦ Whether a technology is available for investment in a particular decade (to account for tech-
nologies that are not yet available/sufficiently developed or technologies that will be phased
out in the future)270

◦ Efficiency of each technology (defined in terms of conversion factors from an input set of
resources to an output set of resource)

◦ Capital and operating impacts (fixed and variable)

◦ Operating and economic lifetimes. The former is the physical lifespan of the technology and
the latter is the number of years over which the investment costs are annualised275

◦ Maximum number of plants that can be built each year for the region of interest (build rate)

◦ Existing capacity for each cell (the initial state of the energy system) and the year the existing
capacity retires

• Determine:

– The land area in each cell, for each decade, allocated to the production of each bioenergy feedstock280

(crop)

– The amount of each resource being stored in each cell, in each season and each decade

– The rate of transport of each resource between all cells, in each season and in each decade

– The rate of import of resources to each cell, in each season and in each decade

– The number, capacity and location of each technology investment in each decade285

– The rate of operation of each technology in each cell and in each season and each decade

• Subject to:

– Minimum energy production constraints

◦ For each end-use vector in each decade

◦ For total energy290

– Satisfaction of local demands for resources

◦ E.g. demand for heat in each cell in each decade must be met

• In order to:

– Minimise/maximise an objective function that may include any or all of the following

◦ Cost295

◦ Profit (defined as revenue minus cost)

◦ GHG emissions

◦ Total energy production

◦ Total exergy production
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4. Model structure300

In the BVCM, energy pathways are represented by Resource-Technology Networks (RTNs), comprising
resources, technologies, technology modes and their interconnections. Resources are any material or energy
resource, e.g. primary biomass feedstocks, intermediates, end-vectors, by-products and wastes. Technologies
represent a physical facility or device capable of performing a specific set of technology modes. A technology
mode represents the processes occurring in a technology that convert a given set of input resources to a305

different set of output resources. Each technology can perform a number of different technology modes, for
example a power plant may have a number of modes representing the different biomass feeds that the plant
can use to generate power or a CHP plant can produce different different ratios of heat to power and these
can be represented by different technology modes. All of these resources, technologies and modes, with their
interconnections, represent all of the possible energy pathways in the system. Figure 2 shows an example310

of an RTN diagram with resources represented by circles, technology modes represented by rectangles with
solid lines and technologies represented by rectangles with dashed lines. The diagram demonstrates the
two integral characteristics of an RTN: the capability of technologies to perform multiple modes and the
various alternative network pathways (i.e. resource-technology-mode configurations) that generate the same
output state. These characteristics enable the flexibility of the BVCM to consider a wide range of different315

feedstocks and technologies with multiple operating modes to generate different energy vectors such as heat,
electricity, transport fuels, hydrogen and bio-methane.

The RTN is based on the State Task Network (STN) introduced by Kondili et al. [39] in order to represent
batch process recipes in the context of scheduling of multi-purpose batch chemical plants.

In the example in Figure 2, only a few resources, technologies and modes are shown but in the actual model320

there are many resources and technologies. In the current BVCM version, there are 93 resources and 69
distinct technologies, most of which are available at three different scales (small, medium and large) with
multiple modes – the number of combinations of techology, size and mode is well in excess of 1200. The
combinatorial nature of the links between resources, technologies and modes results in a very large number
of possible bioenergy chains. Figure 3 shows all of the pathways for SRC willow; similar diagrams exist for325

each of the feedstocks but are not shown in the interest of space.
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Figure 3: Resource-Technology Network showing all of the possible pathways for SRC willow (similar dia-
grams exist for each of the primary feedstocks)

The subsequent subsections describe the elements in the BVCM: temporal and spatial representation, re-
sources, technologies, infrastructure for transport of resources and the objective function.

4.1. Time

The BVCM considers the strategic development of the biomass value chain from the 2010s to the 2050s330

(although this can easily be extended beyond). Time is represented on two levels: decadal and seasonal.
Each decade d is an element of the set D of decades. Investment decisions, land-use changes, technology
improvements and yield enhancements take place on a decadal basis. For example the annual yields of any
crop may be different from one decade to the next but are assumed to be the same in each year within that
decade.335
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The seasonal level accounts for the variation of biomass production throughout the year. Each season t is
an element of the set T of seasons, which may include only one season (i.e. the whole year – therefore,
in this simple case, seasonality is not considered), two seasons (winter/spring and summer/autumn) or all
four seasons. When more than one season is considered, storage is modelled to account for the intermittent
supply of crops.340

4.2. Space

In general, the region of interest can be divided into a number of cells, which may be of any shape and
size. Each cell represents a geographical location and may have a dynamic demand for various resources. A
cell may host different technologies for converting and storing resources. It may also contain infrastructure
connections with other cells for transport of resources and external connections for import and export of345

resources. Examples of information that may vary with location include demand, resource availability, land
cover and built environment. Hence, data for these properties must be given for each cell, c, in the set of
cells C.

The BVCM is currently configured for the UK by dividing it into 157 square cells of length 50 km. This
spatial resolution is sufficiently high to account for regional variations in biomass yield, costs and GHG350

emissions and to allow an appropriately detailed representation of transport networks (e.g. the trade-off
between converting biomass to energy in-situ versus densifying the biomass and transporting it to a more
centralised conversion plant) without being so high that the model becomes intractable.

4.2.1. Land area allocation

Through a number of constraints, the model provides flexibility in defining different scenarios for land355

available for bioenergy production (the remainder being available for other land uses, e.g. food production).

The BVCM categorises land use into four “levels”: each land level is represented in the model by the index
k, which is an element of the set K of land levels. Table 1 defines the BVCM categories in terms of the land
classifications in the CORINE Land Cover (CLC) 2006 map [47]. The area under each land category was
obtained by summing the corresponding categories in the CLC map. Figure 4 shows the average available360

area in each land level plotted on a 50 km × 50 km grid map. Against these categories, a “level of aggression”
in the potential allocation of different existing land to bioenergy feedstock production can be defined in two
ways:

1. The specification of the overall level (from 1 to 4 and on a cumulative basis, i.e. Level 2 includes Level
1, Level 3 includes Levels 1 and 2 etc.)365

2. The specification of the fraction of the land in each level that is available for bioenergy.
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Table 1: BVCM land categories and the corresponding classification in CORINE Land Cover 2006 map

BVCM CORINE Land Cover Map
Level 1: easy and established technology 2.1 Arable land

2.4 Heterogeneous agricultural areas
Level 2: pioneering plant establisment BVCM Level 1 plus:

3.2 Shrub and/or herbaceous vegetation association
3.3 Open spaces with little or no vegetation

Level 3: challenging from a techno- BVCM Level 2 plus:
economic and ecological aspect 2.2 Permanent crops

2.3 Pastures
Level 4: last resort BVCM Level 3 plus:

3.1 Forests
1.4 Artificial non-agricultural vegetated areas

Level 2Level 1 Level 3 Level 4

Figure 4: Average available area in each land level (defined in Table 1), shown on a 50 km × 50 km grid
map, on a cumulative basis (i.e. Level 2 includes Level 1, Level 3 includes Levels 1 and 2 etc.). The total
areas available are: Level 1 ≈ 7.60 Mha; Level 2 ≈ 13.15 Mha; Level 3 ≈ 19.99 Mha; Level 4 ≈ 22.28 Mha.

4.2.2. Yield potentials

In the BVCM, the yield potentials of each biomass crop r ∈ RB , were calculated at a 1 km×1 km level
based on the “low” and “medium” scenario from the UK Climate Projections 2009 (UKCP09) [48] with three
technology improvement pathways (“best” , “business as usual” and “worst”), depending on a series of factors370

such as on-farm improvements and how the gap between theoretical yields and on farm attainable yields
evolves, to generate a total of six yield scenarios for each biomass resource. Each yield scenario is an element
s of the set S of yield scenarios.

These were then aggregated to the 50 km level while excluding yields in 1 km level cells that fall in any of
the following (user-selected) categories (based on the classification given in Lovett et al. [49]):375

• None

• Basic 3w: excludes land areas with elevation greater than 250 m, slope greater than 15% and topsoil
organic carbon greater than 30%
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• UKERC 7w: Basic 3w plus 7 additional constraint masks to exclude urban areas/roads/rivers, parks,
scheduled monuments/world heritage sites, designated areas, cultural heritage areas and natural and380

semi-natural habitats

• UKERC 7: UKERC 7w and also excluding existing woodland

• UKERC 9w: UKERC 7w constraint plus areas with high naturalness score (>75% or >65% inside
national parks/areas of outstanding natural beauty)

• UKERC 9: UKERC 9w and also excluding existing woodland.385

Example yield maps at the 1-km level (unfiltered) and 50-km level are shown in Figure 5.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: Yield potential of SRC willow: (a) 1-km level unfiltered (data provided by the University of
Southampton and GIS mapping by EIFER); (b) 50-km level unfiltered; and (c) 50-km level filtered using
UKERC 9 constraints.

4.3. Resources

Resources refer to any distinct material or energy stream considered in the value chain: biomass feedstocks,
intermediates, end-products, co-products and wastes. A resource can be consumed or produced by a tech-
nology, transported from one cell to another, imported from abroad to specific locations (e.g. “ports”) and390

stored when seasonality is considered. Some resources, e.g. electricity and gas, can be purchased from a
non-biomass related infrastructure (i.e. the “grid”), e.g. to cover times when biomass production is not
sufficient to meet demands; similarly, some resources can be sold to generate revenue. Each resource is char-
acterised by a set of properties (e.g. lower heating value, density and composition). Although for biomass
feedstocks these properties may depend on the location and decade in which they are grown, the properties395

of all reasources are assumed to be independent of location and time.
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In the model, each resource is an element r of the set R of resources. Each resource can be a member of a
number of different subsets, which include the following:

RB is the set of biomass feedstocks, e.g. Miscanthus, which are resources that can be grown on particular
areas of land400

RRo is the subset of biomass feedstocks that rotate with winter wheat

RF is the set of forestry resources, which is a subset of RB , with specific rules for planting and harvesting
to account for the longer time required to produce biomass

RW is the set of waste resources that can be utilised in waste-to-energy technologies, such as municipal solid
waste (MSW)405

RGD is the set of resources whose demands can be assumed to be independent of location because there
exists an infrastructure to transport them easily and cheaply, e.g. electricity and natural gas

RLD is the set of resources with location-dependent demands, e.g. heat

RQ is the set of resources that can be transported from one cell to another

RI is the set of resources that can be imported410

RS is the set of resources that can be stored

RTF is the set of transport fuels

The user is able to specify the elements included in each of the subsets above, in order to define a specific
scenario for optimisation.

The BVCM distinguishes between “green” and “brown” resources by explicitly defining in the Technology415

Database a mode of a technology (discussed in Section 4.4) that consumes or produces these resources.
“Green” resources are end products from a bio-technology; they may have demands and their production
contributes towards the bioenergy production target that the user can set. “Brown” resources, on the other
other hand, are produced by conventional (e.g. fossil) technologies; in the BVCM, they do not have demands
that count towards the bioenergy target. These “brown” resources are present so that the model can choose420

to use e.g. grid electricity or natural gas (which may be needed to operate the technologies) instead of
building technologies to produce them from biomass.

In addition, the resources are classified into a number of families with similar properties. These are used
to apply specific constraints to groups of resources that belong to the same family and also to perform
sensitivity analyses at the family level. It also allows the resources to be grouped conveniently in the GUI.425

The resource families are:

• Arable crops, e.g. winter wheat, oilseed rape, sugar beet

• Energy crops, e.g. Miscanthus, short rotation coppice (SRC) willow

• Forestry, e.g. short rotation forestry (SRF), long rotation forestry (LRF)

• Wastes, e.g. waste-wood, waste-bio (includes food wastes)430
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• Intermediates, e.g. waste wood chips, pyrolysis oil, syngas, AD gas

• Co-products, e.g. DDGS, digestate, glycerine, sugar beet sugar and pulp

• Final vectors, e.g. bio-electricity, bio-heat, bio-methane, bio-ethanol, bio-hydrogen

• Miscellaneous, e.g. chemicals, such as hexane, urea and sulphuric acid, that are used as inputs to some
technologies435

4.4. Technologies

A technology represents any type of plant that can convert one or more input resources to one or more
output resources, e.g. a power plant or a gasification plant. Most bioenergy technologies can process multiple
feedstocks or produce multiple outputs: each distinct set of input resources that can be processed or output
resources that can be produced by the same physical plant represents a mode of that technology. Some440

examples of technologies with multiple modes are:

• the pelletising technology, which can process SRC willow chips into SRC willow pellets, winter wheat
straw into winter wheat pellets, SRF into SRF pellets and so on (as can be seen in Figure 2);

• the boiler combustion technology, which can convert a number of feedstocks, such as biomass (as
received, chips or pellets) and waste wood into heat;445

• the sugar bio-refinery technology, which can convert sugar beet into a number of end-products and
by-products: bio-ethanol, bio-electricity, sugar beet sugar and sugar beet pulp.

The technologies are grouped into 12 families in order to allow a batch of similar technologies to be conve-
niently included or excluded in a scenario and also to be able to apply constraints and perform sensitivity
analysis on a family level rather than on an individual level. The technology families are:450

• Densification, e.g. chipping, pelletising, oil extraction

• Thermal pre-treatment, e.g. torrefaction, pyrolysis, mechanical biological treatment (MBT)

• Anaerobic digestion, e.g. anaerobic digestion, biogas upgrading

• Gasification , e.g. gasification (generic), gasification (bioSNG), gasification (H2)

• 1G biofuels, e.g. 1G bio-ethanol, 1G bio-diesel, 1G bio-butanol455

• 2G biofuels, e.g. lignocellulosic bio-ethanol, lignocellulosic bio-butanol, gasification (FT diesel), ligno-
cellulosic bio-refinery (Inbicon)

• Heating, e.g. boiler combustion, syngas boiler, district heating (DH) network

• CHP onsite, e.g. Stirling engine, organic Rankine cycle, internal combustion engine

• CHP for district heating, e.g. gas turbine, steam cycle, IGCC460

• Power, e.g. CCGT, plasma gasification, incineration, pyroliquid bio-refinery (Ensyn)

• Power + CCS, e.g. oxyfuel, chemical looping, combustion + amine

• Gaseous + CCS, e.g. gasification (bioSNG) + CCS, gasification (H2) + CCS
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4.4.1. Technology efficiency

A technology can operate in multiple modes using different inputs and outputs. The input or output upon465

which the maximum capacity of the technology is based is referred to as the main input or the main output.
The maximum capacity for the technology is independent of the mode but always refers to the main input of
each mode or the main output of each mode. For example, the maximum capacity of a CCGT plant would
be based on the main output, bio-electricity, while the inputs for each mode might be syngas, natural gas
or bio-methane.470

The efficiency of each mode of a technology is represented by specifying a coefficient for each resource
associated with that technology mode. When a technology runs at a particular rate, the rate of production
or consumption of a resource is the conversion factor multiplied by the rate of operation of the technology.
The conversion factors for each technology are normalised based on how the maximum capacity of the
technology is specified. For example, if the capacity is specified per unit of main input, then the conversion475

factors are scaled so that the conversion factor for the main input is −1. This means that if a technology is
running at a particular rate, then the rate of production of the main input is −1 multiplied by the rate of
operation of the technology (i.e. it is consumed). Similarly, the rate is multiplied by the conversion factors of
other input and output resources to obtain their rates of production. Conversely, if the capacity is specified
per unit of main output, then the conversion factors are scaled to make the conversion factor of the main480

output equal to 1. Therefore, the rate of production of main output is the rate of operation of the technology
multiplied by 1, and the rates of production of other inputs and outputs are the rate of operation of the
technology multiplied by the respective conversion factors.

For co-fired technologies, the conversion factors represent the total output of a resource from the technology,
e.g. the rate of electricity production from a co-fired plant when it is fed with all of its inputs - e.g. coal485

and biomass. The co-firing fraction represents the part of that production rate that is due to the biomass
and therefore the actual rate of output produced from biomass is the cofiring fraction multiplied by the
conversion factor of the main output multiplied by the production rate of the technology.

4.5. Resource transport

Transport modes are represented by the index l ∈ L, of which four are considered in the BVCM: L ≡490

{road, rail, inland waterways, close coastal shipping}. In the BVCM, transport between cells is limited to
adjacent cells (von Neumann neighbourhood [50]). Transport over longer distances is achieved by making
several neighbour-to-neighbour transfers along the route between the source and destination cell. The road
and rail networks were modelled using OpenStreetMap [51] while the distribution of inland waterways (canals
and navigable rivers) was modelled using WaterWaysWorld [52]. The feasible transport connections, Γcc′l,495

were determined from these maps, an example of which is shown in Figure 6 for barge transport. The meshing
of the road network with the BVCM cellular representation gives an average tortuosity per cell, which was
then used to convert straight line distances to expected travel distances. The road network tortuosities and
railway length are illustrated in Figures 7(a) and (b).

With respect to coastal shipping, only a single type of ship carrier is considered as ship emissions do not500

change much with scale. Unlike the inland transport modes, ship transport is not restricted to adjacent
cells and instead transport from one port to any other port is allowed. The existing UK major ports were
identified (see Figure 7(d)) and represented in the BVCM by a set Cship ⊂ C.
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Figure 6: Representation of feasible inland waterways transport connections in the BVCM. (The user may
double click on any link to disable/enable its use in an optimisation run.)

4.6. Objective function

All of the activities associated with the provision of energy through the biomass value chain give rise to a505

number of financial and environmental impacts. For example, planting, growing and harvesting of energy
crops incur a cost and the use of machinery also results in CO2 emissions; building and operating technologies
for converting resources also obviously incur capital and operating costs, along with other environmental
impacts. Whether the impacts are cost, GHG emissions, air quality indicators or anything else, they all arise
in similar ways from the activities of the biomass value chain: they are a function of one or more decision510

variables in the problem, e.g. the amount of capacity of a technology installed, the rate of operation of a
technology, the rate of transport of a resource and so on. Each type of impact, i, is an element of the set of
impacts I. Currently, there are three impacts in the BVCM: cost, CO2 emissions and other GHG emissions;
and it is straight forward to include addional impacts such as life-cycle assessment indicators, air quality
indicators and so on. Parameters then define how much each impact is increased (or decreased) by each515

activity in the value chain and the value of each impact, i, is calculated for each group of related activities:
capital impact, operating impact, transport impact etc.

The objective function is therefore the weighted sum over all impacts of the total value chain impact (capital
+ operating + transport + . . . impacts). The values of the weights are user defined and therefore allow
a variety of objective function scenarios to be considered: minimise cost, minimise GHG emissions or any520

combination of the impacts. The weights can also be calculated automatically using CO2 prices to convert the
environmental impacts into monetary impacts (cost). The objective function also includes other indicators
of the value chain performance: total energy production and total exergy production, in terms of the user-
defined end-use vectors, with appropriate user-specified weights. This then allows maximisation of total
energy production as an objective function (actually, minimising the negative of the total energy production).525

Full details of the objective function formulation are given in Section 5.12.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7: Some properties of the UK transport networks: (a) road tortuosity (provided by EIFER); (b)
railway length (provided by EIFER); (c) inland waterways; (d) traffic through UK ports [53].
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5. Mathematical formulation

The starting point for the model is an energy balance (here, referred to as a resource balance, since resources
represent both energy carriers and other materials). Since there can potentially be a large number of
resources, writing a detailed resource balance, in each cell for every time period, for every resource would530

result in a very large problem. This is because the transport of each resource would need to be tracked
between each pair of cells. However, there are some resources for which the transport infrastructure already
exists and the difficulty and cost of transport is so low that a detailed account of their transport need not be
made. Resources such as electricity and natural gas are examples of resources that can be transported easily
and cheaply. Therefore, for computational efficiency, resources are divided into two subsets: “global demand535

resources”, RGD, and “balance resources”, Rbal. The former set represent resources such as electricity and
natural gas, which can be transported easily and therefore it is only necessary to consider their “global”
demand (i.e. the total demand for the area of interest); the latter represents all resources that require a
more detailed account of transport and therefore should be included in the detailed resource balance. The
set of balance resources, Rbal, is therefore defined as:540

Rbal = R− RGD (1)

Two resource balances are provided for the local demand resources. If the resource cannot be stored or
if only one season is being considered (i.e. there is no seasonality), then the following resource balance is
written:

(
Brcd|r∈RB +Bstraw

cd |r=Straw
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νdpY
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For resources that can be stored, the following resource balances are written when seasonality is considered
(either 2 or 4 seasons are modelled):545
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The terms in each of these constraints are summarised below and described in more detail in the subsequent
subsections. The dimensions of each term are units of resource per rate basis and they apply to each resource
r, in cell c, during season t of decade d.

• [(Brcd|r∈RB +Bstraw
cd |r=Straw) / (1− µr)] (f

′B
rt ν

dpY /νdpst ) is the rate of biomass production (grown and
harvested) – the “bar” notation indicates that the term only appears when the balance is written for a550

specific resource: Brcd only appears for biomass resources (r ∈ RB) and Bstraw
cd only appears for straw

(r = Straw)

• WFcdtxrcd|r∈RW is the net rate of production of waste resources through the separation of “Waste-All”

• WACcdt|r=WasteAll is the rate of consumption of “Waste-All”

•
∑
j∈J
∑Mj

m=1 Pjmcdtαjmdrγjmdr is the net rate of resource production due to the operation of technolo-555

gies

•
∑
c′|Γc′cl=1

∑
l∈LQrc′cldt|r∈RQ is the rate of transport of resource into the cell c from other cells c′

•
∑
c′|Γcc′l=1

∑
l∈LQrcc′ldt|r∈RQ is the rate of transport out of the cell c to other cells c′

• Drcdt is the demand for the resource

• RPrcdt is the rate of resource purchased (e.g. utilisation of grid electricity)560

• RSLrcdt is the rate of sale of the resource

• RIrcdt|r∈RI∧c∈Cship is the rate of import of the resource from abroad

•
(
Ircdt − Ircd,t−1 + Slossrcdt

)
/RI

t is the rate of change of the inventory level

• RDrcdt is the rate of resource disposal

Since detailed transport of global demand resources is not explicitly considered, for computational efficiency,565

the resource balance for global demand resources consists only of constraints ensuring that the total net
production exceeds the demand (see constraints 33 to 34 in Section 5.4).
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5.1. Biomass production

Crop production is modelled using a yield potential, Yrscd, which is the annual production (in oven-dry
tonnes per hectare) that can be achieved in each cell, c, in each decade, d, for a given yield scenario, s ∈ S.570

The actual production of a crop, Brcd, is the planted area, Arcd, multiplied by the yield potential:

Brcd ≤ ArcdYrscdΥY
rd ∀r ∈

(
RB − RF

)
, s = s?, c ∈ C, d ∈ D (5)

where s? ∈ S is the user-selected yield scenario. The factor ΥY
rd is a yield uplift, which allows the user to

specify a number of “what if” scenarios based around the yield potential without needing to modify the raw
yield data, e.g.: what would happen if yields increased by 10% per decade? Constraint 5 does not apply to
the forestry resources, r ∈ RF , as these are modelled differently, as described in Section 5.1.5.575

5.1.1. Straw production

There are three resources associated with winter wheat: WW total, WW grain and WW straw. The first
resource is used to model the use of the whole crop in energy production, i.e. use of the grain and the straw
together. The second and third resources represent the case where the grain is separated from the straw and
both can be used separately to produce energy. Yields for WW whole crop and WW grain are provided,580

along with the amount of straw that is useable after the grain has been harvested, represented as a fraction
of the grain yield, ψc. The amount of straw produced, Bstraw

cd , in association with the production of WW
grain is therefore:

Bstraw
cd ≤ ψcBWW grain,cd ∀c ∈ C, d ∈ D (6)

5.1.2. Crop rotation

To maintain soil fertility, certain crops need to be grown in rotation with winter wheat. These are defined585

by the set RRo ⊂ RB − RF and by the number of years that winter wheat must be planted for each year
that the crop is grown, yRor . Here it is assumed that for each rotated pair of crops the ratio of areas planted
each year is equal to the ratio of number of years that each crop is planted in the rotation. Therefore crop
rotations can be modelled using the following constraint on the areas planted.

∑
r∈RRo

yRor Arcd = AWW total,cd +AWW grain,cd ∀c ∈ C, d ∈ D (7)

5.1.3. Establishment590

Certain crops require a period of establisment before their full yield potential is realised. For these crops,
the first decade of planting results in a fraction, fBEr , of the full yield potential:

Brcd ≤
[
(Arcd −Arc,d−1) fBEr +Arc,d−1

]
YrscdΥ

Y
rd ∀r ∈

(
RB − RF

)
, s = s?, c ∈ C, d ∈ D (8)

For crops that do not required an establishment period, fBEr is set to 1 and constraint 8 reduces to constraint
5.
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5.1.4. Land area allocation595

The land area in each cell that can be allocated for biomass production should not exceed the maximum
available area, which depends on the user-specified “selected overall area level”, k? (the different area levels
are discussed in Section 4.2.1):

∑
r∈RB

Arcd ≤
∑

k′|k′≤k

fAk′d
(
Acumck′ −Acumc,k′−1

)
∀c ∈ C, k = k? d ∈ D (9)

where Acumck is the sum of the areas from levels 1 to k inclusive (cumulative), obtained from the CLC 2006
map, and therefore Acumck −Acumc,k−1 is the area for land category k. The area available for growing crops in each600

cell for each land category, k, is this area in land category k, Acumck −Acumc,k−1, multiplied by the user-specified
fraction of the area in this category that can be used for biomass production, fAk′d ∈ [0, 1]. The purpose of
this fraction is to account for the area required to grow other resources, such as food and timber, so that
biomass production for energy cannot displace these existing requirements. However, it is not difficult to
account for food etc. directly in the model by adding new resources to the set RB (some food crops, such as605

winter wheat, are already present), providing their yield potentials and demands, making them an element
of the set of “local demand resources” and setting appropriate values for their maximum selling rate. If all
other crops have been included, fAk′d can be set to 1 and energy crops will compete fairly with other land
uses for area in the model.

The total area allocated for biomass production in each decade can also be constrained over all cells by610

specifying the total available area in each decade, Atotd :

∑
r∈RB

∑
c∈C

Arcd ≤ Atotd ∀d ∈ D (10)

A similar constraint on land area can be written for each crop. A pre-defined parameter, Amaxrdu , is used to
give an increasing maximum available area for each crop in each decade (i.e. ramp-up rates) in order to
restrict the pace of land-use change to reasonable values.

∑
c

Arcd ≤ Amaxrdu ∀r ∈ RB , d ∈ D, u = u? (11)

where u? ∈ U is the user-selected ramp-up scenario, from the different ramp-up rate scenarios, U ≡615

{none, low, medium, high}, provided for UK energy crops (i.e. Miscanthus and SRC willow). These scenar-
ios are based on the results of E4Tech’s energy crops economics and uptake project commissioned by the
ETI in 2013 (R. Taylor, personal communication, 28 November 2013). They are defined as follows:

• None: no limit is imposed on the area allocated for each crop

• Low: “conservative” scenario where the growth of the industry is linear based on current deployment620

trends (870 ha/yr) and no future acceleration

• Medium: “realistic” scenario where the planting rate is growing at 30% per year

• High: “stretch” scenario where the planting rate is expanding at 50% per year
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Constraint 12 restricts the growth of a particular crop to certain land categories,

∑
r∈RB |λr=k

Arcd ≤
∑
k′≤k

fAk′d
(
Acumck′ −Acumc,k′−1

)
∀k ≤ k?, c ∈ C, d ∈ D (12)

where λr is the area level upto which biomass resource, r ∈ RB , can be grown. For example, food crops are625

restricted to area level 1, so λr = 1; energy crops can be planted in any level, so λr = 4.

Finally, the planting of a crop, r ∈ RB , can be restricted to certain locations, c, using constraint 13.

Arcd ≤ Acell
c APrc ∀r ∈ RB , c ∈ C, d ∈ D (13)

Here, Acell
c is the total area of each cell (= 2.5×105 ha for a 50 km x 50 km square cell) and APrc is a binary

parameter that is equal to 1 if a crop, r ∈ RB , is allowed to grow in cell c; 0 otherwise.

5.1.5. Forestry630

Since forestry resources, r ∈ RF , are not annual crops, their yields cannot be represented on an annual basis.
Hence, the data and results for these resources are organised based on the planting and reporting decades. So
if “P” and “H” represent the planting and harvesting decades, respectively, then the forestry sets, φ ∈ F, can
be visualised in Table 2. Also, although the main yield of forestry resources occurs 20 years after planting,
there is also a small amount of wood produced (“thinnings” and “stub removal”) in the decades either side:635

this is represented by a “t” and an “s”, respectively, in Table 2.

Table 2: Forestry sets representation in the BVCM
Planting period 2010s 2020s 2030s 2040s 2050s
2010s (set 1) P t H s
2020s (set 2) P t H s
2030s (set 3) P t H

Forestry production is the sum over all forestry sets, φ ∈ F, of the product of the forestry yield potential,
Y Frφscd, and the forestry planting area, AFrφcd:

Brcd ≤
∑
φ

AFrφcdY
F
rφscdΥ

Y
rd ∀r ∈ RF , s = s?, c ∈ C, d ∈ D (14)

The forestry resources include short rotation forestry (SRF), long rotation forestry (LRF) and LRF for CO2

sequestration. The first two are grown for energy production: nearly all of the trees are harvested and used640

as inputs to technologies; hence, the CO2 sequestration rate (tCO2/ha/yr) for these forestry resources is low
(since all of the CO2 fixed by the trees is assumed to be released when the wood is converted to energy).
The last one, on the other hand, is grown for CO2 sequestration purposes (i.e. afforestation): none of the
trees are harvested, hence the yields are zero but the CO2 sequestration rate is high and this offsets the CO2

emissions of the rest of the system.645

The land allocated to afforestation (i.e. LRF for CO2 capture), for a particular set φ ∈ F, is assumed to
be constant from the planting decade to the end of the time horizon (i.e. the land committed for a forestry
set φ cannot be converted to any other use − it cannot be increased because planting more area in a later
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decade would involve a different planting set φ). The land for afforestation may increase over the decades
if there are different forestry sets planted in different decades. On the other hand, the land allocated for650

forestry grown for energy production (i.e. SRF and LRF) is committed for that purpose within the start
decade, dSrφ, and end decade, dErφ associated with a particular forestry set φ ∈ F but can be available for any
other use before the start decade, dSrφ, and after the end decade, dErφ.

AFrφcd =


AFrφc,d−1 ∀r = LRF for CO2 capture ∈ RF , φ ∈ F, c ∈ C, d > φ

AFrφc,d−1 ∀r 6= LRF for CO2 capture ∈ RF, φ ∈ F, c ∈ C, dSrφ < d ≤ dErφ
0 ∀r 6= LRF for CO2 capture ∈ RF, φ ∈ F, c ∈ C, d < dSrφ ∨ d > dErφ

(15)

The total land area allocated to each forestry resource, r ∈ RF , in each cell c, during decade d, is the sum
of the planting areas over all forestry sets, φ.655

Arcd =
∑
φ

AFrφcd ∀r ∈ RF , c ∈ C, d ∈ D (16)

CO2 is sequestered whenever a set of LRF is planted in a given cell, the rate of which is given by the CO2

accumulation rate, Frφscdi, expressed in tCO2/ha/year. The carbon accumulation rate data were estimated
based on Sitka spruce, a tree species in the UK considered to have the greatest potential per hectare for long-
term carbon storage. Also, Sitka spruce makes up around one quarter of the total woodland area in Great
Britain [54], the largest share for any species found in the UK, thus it is a good choice as a representative660

species. The BVCM covers only 5 decades, so the analysis only considers the first 50 years of tree growth
which have been divided into 5 10-year periods to suit the temporal resolution in the BVCM. The rate,
Frφscdi, includes the carbon accumulation in the tree only and does not include soil carbon. The total CO2

sequestered by forestry, IFSdi , in MkgCO2 during decade d is given by constraint 17. The parameter νY pD

converts the right hand side of constraint 17 from an annual to a decadal basis while the factor, 1000, in the665

denominator converts tonne to Mkg.

IFSdi =
∑
r∈RF

∑
φ∈F

∑
c∈C

AFrφcdFrφscdiν
Y pD/1000 ∀d ∈ D, i = GHG_CO2 (17)

5.1.6. Biomass production impact

Associated with the production of biomass is a number of impacts: cost, GHG emissions etc. arising through
the various activities related to the production of each biomass resource: e.g. pre-planting, establishment,
harvesting, use of fertilisers and pesticides, seeds, fuel, machinery and labour. As with biomass yields, these670

impacts have been estimated at the 1 km×1 km level for each yield scenario, s ∈ S, and aggregated to the
50 km×50 km level. These impacts are represented by the parameter BPIrscdi, which is the value of impact
i ∈ I of producing one unit of resource r ∈ RB in cell c ∈ C during decade d ∈ D. In the BVCM, the units
are £/odt for monetary impacts and kgCO2e/odt for GHG emissions.

In addition, the model can include an opportunity cost (gross margin), which represents the premium to the675

farmer for planting speciality crops (e.g. SRC willow and Miscanthus) rather than traditional crops (e.g.
wheat). This is represented by the parameter GMrscd and expressed in £/odt.

The overall unit impact, BPIGMrscdi, can be calculated from both the unit impact, BPIrscdi, and the gross
margin, GMrscd, as defined by equation 18:
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BPIGMrscdi = BPIrscdi + max

(
0, GMWW grain,scd

YWW grain,scd

Yrscd
−GMrscd

)
∀r ∈ RB , s ∈ S, c ∈ C, d ∈ D, i ∈ I (18)

For some resources, some of the impacts depend only on the area planted or only on the mass of crop680

produced (independent of location). For example, for forestry the impacts depend only on the area planted
and for sugar beet there is an additional step, e.g. processing of sugar, which depends only on the mass of
sugar that is processed. Therefore, extra parameters are needed for these additional impacts: the additional
impact per hectare only (e.g. due to machinery) is represented by BPIhardi; for forestry, because the impact
may depend on the decade at which it is planted/harvested (i.e. the set φ ∈ F), the parameter is BPIFrφdi;685

and the impact per unit mass only is denoted by BPItrdi.

The total biomass production impact during decade d is therefore:

IBPdi =

( ∑
r∈(RB−RF )

∑
c

[(
BPIGMrscdi +BPItrdi

)
ΥBPI
rdi ArcdYrscdΥ

Y
rd +BPIhardiΥ

BPI
rdi Arcd

]

+
∑
r∈RF

∑
φ

∑
c

BPIFrφdiΥ
BPI
rdi A

F
rφcd

)
ςiADFdiDDFdi ∀s = s?, d ∈ D, i ∈ I (19)

where ΥBPI
rdi is a crop cost uplift/downlift factor, which allows different scenarios with different crop costs

to be performed without needing to change the raw crop cost data. The factor ςi converts the units of the
decadal impacts (e.g. IBPdi ) to £M or MkgCO2e and ADFdi and DDFdi are factors used to discount costs690

back to 2010. Cost discounting is discussed in the Supplementary Material.

5.2. Wastes

In the BVCM, the waste resources that can be converted to useful energy are defined by the set RW , which
currently includes:

• “Waste-Bio”: kitchen and green waste695

• “Waste-Wood”: wood and furniture

• “Waste-Plastics”: plastic film and dense plastics

• “Waste-Paper & textiles”: paper, card and textiles

• “Waste-Other”: any waste that does not fall into the above categories

• “Waste-All”: mixture of the above 5 waste resources700

Intermediate waste resources, which are processed from the waste resources, r ∈ RW , are also considered.
For example, “Waste-RDF” is produced from “Waste-All” by the Mechanical Biological Treatment (MBT)
technology, “Waste-Wood-Pellets” is produced from “Waste-Wood” by the pelletisation technology etc.
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The BVCM data on wastes were based on the data generated from the ETI “Energy from Waste” (EfW)
project [55]. Waste potentials in the UK from the EfW project were reprocessed and aggregated for to the705

50 km×50 km resolution in the BVCM, with the potential of “Waste-All” being the sum of the potentials
of the constituent wastes. As the waste potentials from the EfW project were given for the years 2007 and
2050 only, the decadal estimates were obtained by assuming that waste potentials evolve linearly from 2007
to 2050. Also, the data for wastes do not account for seasonality, thus it was assumed that the generation
of wastes is constant throughout the year.710

It was assumed that transport of “Waste-All” is not allowed across admistrative borders. Therefore, “Waste-
All” cannot be transported between cells in the BVCM. Also, the composition of “Waste-All” (calculated
using the waste potentials) varies with location but it was assumed that the efficiencies of technologies
that use “Waste-All” as an input (e.g. incineration, MBT and plasma gasification) are independent of the
composition of “Waste-All”.715

The rate of consumption of “Waste-All” cannot be greater than the total waste potential:

WACcdt ≤
∑

r∈RCW

WPrcd/R
Y ∀c ∈ C, d ∈ D, t ∈ T (20)

where WACcdt is the “Waste-All” consumption rate in units of resource per rate basis, WPrcd is the waste
potential of a constituent waste resource, r ∈ RCW , in units of resource per year and RY is a unit conversion
factor defined so that both sides of constraint 20 are expressed in units of resource per rate basis (see the
Supplementary Material for its definition).720

For waste resources, r ∈ RW , the resource balance given in equations 2 simplifies to:

RDrcdt = WFcdtxrcd +WACcdt|r=WasteAll +
∑
j∈J

Mj∑
m=1

Pjmcdtαjmdr ∀r ∈ RW , c ∈ C, d ∈ D, t ∈ T (21)

where RDrcdt is the rate of resource disposal (see Section 5.10), WFcdt is the rate at which “Waste-All”
is separated into its constituents, xrcd is the mass fraction of constituent wastes in “Waste-All” (the mass
fraction for “Waste-All” is set to −1) and the last term represents the net production of resources due to the
activity of technologies (here, only the technologies that consume wastes will contribute).725

When equation 21 is written for r = “Waste-All”, the first and third terms on the right-hand side will be
negative if “Waste-All” is separated or if a technology consumes “Waste-All”, respectively. These negative
terms must be balanced by the second term, the “Waste-All” consumption rate, which cannot exceed the total
waste potential (equation 20). When the equation is written for the constituent wastes, r ∈ RCW , the first
term on the right hand side will be positive if any “Waste-All” is separated, the second term is always zero730

and the third term will be negative if any technology consumes the component waste. For those components
that are produced by the separation of “Waste-All” but not consumed by technologies, the resource disposal,
RDrcdt, must be positive to balance their generation.

5.2.1. Waste utilisation impact

There are costs and emissions associated with the utilisation of wastes. The costs, which could be positive or735

negative, correspond to the gate fees charged at different waste treatment, recovery and disposal facilities [56].
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In the BVCM, there are different pre-defined cost scenarios for wastes, w ∈W ≡ {none, low, medium, high};
each scenario defines the cost of “Waste-All” and of each constituent waste, r ∈ RCW . The unit waste
utilisation impact, WUIridw, represents the (monetary or emissions) impact of utilising one unit of waste
resource, r ∈ RW , during decade d for a waste cost scenario w; its units in the BVCM are £/t or kgCO2e/t.740

It was assumed that wastes are available in mixed form, i.e. “Waste-All” with a low (typically negative) cost,
or already separated at a much higher cost. However, to avoid double counting the availablity of wastes, the
model was formulated as though all wastes were mixed as “Waste-All” and to utilise any individual waste,
the “Waste-All” must be separated. Data obtained for the costs of “Waste-All” and the separate constituents,
were used to calculate the cost of separating the “Waste-All” such that the cost of the “Waste-All” plus the745

separation cost is equal to the total cost of the indivudual constituents. If only one constituent is used, the
remaining ones are disposed of and incur a disposal cost that is the negative of the waste cost, thus the
system only pays for the wastes that are actually utilised in technologies.

The impact of separating one unit of “Waste-All” into its components, WASIcdiw, is the difference between
the mass-fraction weighted sum of the unit impacts of the constituent wastes and the unit impact of “Waste-750

All”.

WASIcdiw =
∑

r∈RCW

xrcdWUIridw −WUIWasteAll,idw ∀c ∈ C, d ∈ D, i ∈ I, w = w? (22)

The decadal impact associated with the utilisation of wastes, IWU
di , is the unit impact of “Waste-All” multi-

plied by the rate of consumption of “Waste-All” plus the unit separation impact multiplied by the fractionation
rate of “Waste-All”, expressed in £M or MkgCO2e per decade:

IWU
di = ςiADFdiDDFdi

[∑
c∈C

∑
t∈T

(
WUIWasteAll,idwWACcdt +WASIcdiwWFcdt

)
RI
t

+
∑
r∈RW

∑
c∈C

∑
t∈T

RDIridRDrcdtR
I
t

]
∀d ∈ D, i ∈ I (23)

where RI
t , defined in the Supplementary Material, is a factor that converts the impacts from per rate basis755

(the user can select which time unit to use: hour, day or year) to a per season basis; the summation over all
seasons t ∈ T then converts the impacts to an annual basis.

The negative values for some of the waste costs may result in wastes being utilised in a technology with the
resulting (intermediate) resource then not being used in the rest of the chain (i.e. abandoned or discarded
for free). For example, in order to benefit from the negative cost of waste wood, the chipping technology760

could convert it to wood chips which are not used elsewhere. To avoid this situation, it was necessary to
account for resource disposal explicitly, the modelling of which is discussed in Section 5.10.

5.3. Resource conversion

In the resource balance given by constraints 2 to 4, the fourth term on the left hand side,
∑
j∈J
∑Mj

m=1 Pjmcdtαjmdrγjmdr,
represents the net production rate of resource r ∈ R due to the operation of all technologies in cell c during765

decade d in season t. The variable Pjmcdt is the rate of operation of technology j when operating in mode
m. The parameter αjmdr is the rate of consumption (αjmdr < 0) or production (αjmdr > 0) of resource
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r per unit rate of operation of the technology. For co-fired technologies (i.e. technologies, such as power
stations, that use biomass in combination with conventional fossil fuel), the fraction of the main outputs of
each technology mode that is derived only from biomass is given by the parameter γjmdr. For example, for a770

coal power plant that is cofired with 10% biomass, γjmdr = 0.1 for r = electricity and γjmdr = 1 for all other
resources. Also, γjmdr = 1 for all technologies that are not cofired. This allows the BVCM to account only
for energy produced by biomass, which was its original purpose (and therefore the constraints on energy,
discussed in section 5.4, relate only to energy produced directly from biomass).

The maximum production rate of a technology is the installed capacity, CJjcd, multiplied by the availablity,775

Ajd, which is the fraction of a year during which the technology can be operated. The sum of the production
rates of all modes of a technology must not exceed this maximum production rate:

Mj∑
m=1

Pjmcdt ≤ CJjcdAjd ∀j ∈ J, c ∈ C, d ∈ D, t ∈ T (24)

The capacity installed in each cell c may change each decade due to investments and retirements. These are
tracked through the following capacity balance constraint:

CJjcd = CJjc, d−1 + CJ0
jc + CJIjcd − CJRjcd ∀j ∈ J, c ∈ C, d ∈ D (25)

CJjcd is the capacity of technology j in cell c at the beginning of decade d, the parameter CJ0
jc is the780

existing capacity of technology j in cell c (i.e. the capacity of any technologies that are already present in
the cell), CJIjcd is the additional capacity made available at the beginning of decade d due to investments in
technology j in cell c and CJRjcd is the amount of capacity of technology j retired in cell c at the beginning
of decade d.

Integer variables, NJIjcd, are used to determine the number of technologies invested in and the actual785

capacity increase is constrained by the minimum and maximum capacities of a single technology:

CJIjcd ≥ Cminjd NJIjcd ∀j ∈ J, c ∈ C, d ∈ D (26)

CJIjcd ≤ Cmaxjd NJIjcd ∀j ∈ J, c ∈ C, d ∈ D (27)

Capacity retirements in each decade are due to retirement of existiting technologies (the parameter CJRminjcd )
and retirement of technology investments made by the optimisation:

CJRjcd = CJRminjcd +
∑
d′∈D

CJIjcd′RFjdd′ ∀j ∈ J, c ∈ C, d ∈ D (28)

The parameter RFjdd′ defines the fraction of capacity retired in decade d of a technology, j, that was built
in decade d′. Table 3 gives an example definition of RFjdd′ for a technology with a lifetime of 14 years.790
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Table 3: Retirement fractions for a technology with a lifetime of 14 years.
Investment Retirement decade, d
decade, d′ 2010s 2020s 2030s 2040s 2050s
2010s 0 0.6 0.4 0 0
2020s 0 0 0.6 0.4 0
2030s 0 0 0 0.6 0.4
2040s 0 0 0 0 0.6
2050s 0 0 0 0 0

Two further constraints can be applied to limit the rate at which technologies can be built. First, individual
technologies can only be built at a rate of BRjd plants per year and only if that technology is available in
that decade (ajd = 1):

∑
c∈C

NJIjcd ≤ νY pDajdBRjd ∀j ∈ J, d ∈ D (29)

Second, there is an upper limit on the total capacity of all technologies belonging to family, jF ∈ JF , that
can be built in each decade:795

∑
j∈J|θjF j=1∧ ajd=1

∑
c∈C

CJIjcdαjmdrMO
jm

U MWh
rMO
jm

Rh ≤ BRFjF dν
Y pD ∀jF ∈ JF , d ∈ D (30)

where BRFjF d is the family build-rate for technology family jF in decade d, given in MW of main output
per year. CJIjcd is the invested capacity of a technology j, which may be on an input or output basis,
which is multiplied by αjmdrMO

jm
to give the capacity on an output basis. The factor U MWh

rMO
jm

converts the

output capacity from units of resource to MWh and Rh converts from per rate basis to per hour (defined
in the Supplementary Material), so that the units of the left hand side of constraint 30 are in MW. The800

outer summation is over all technologies, j, that belong to the family jF (θjF j = 1 if technology j belongs
to family jF , θjF j = 0 otherwise) and that are available for investment in decade d (ajd = 1).

5.3.1. Technology capital impact

The decadal technology capital impact, ITCdi , includes the cost and emissions associated with building new
technologies:805

ITCdi = ςiDDFdi
∑
j∈J

∑
c∈C

TCIjdiCJIjcdTDFjdi
∑
jF∈JF

ΥTCI
jF d θjF j (31)

where TCIjdi is the unit impact associated with the construction of technology j in decade d, expressed in
terms of £ or kgCO2e per unit of capacity. CJIjcd represents the capacity invested for technology j at the
beginning of decade d. TDFjdi and DDFdi are factors that discount costs back to 2010 and are discussed in
the Supplementary Material. The factor ςi converts the units of the impacts to M£ or MkgCO2e per decade.
The user-specified parameter ΥTCI

jF d
is a capital cost uplift factor, which enables the user to refine the cost of810

technologies when performing sensitivity studies without needing to modify the raw data. This parameter
is applied at the technology family level jF ∈ JF since it is expected that the changes will occur at this
level; ΥTCI

jF d
> 1 denotes an increase in cost. The binary parameter θjF j indicates the family association of
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a technology (i.e. θjF j = 1 if technology j is a member of family jF , θjF j = 0 otherwise, so the sum selects
the family to which the technology belongs and applies that uplift factor).815

5.3.2. Technology operation impact

The decadal impact associated with the operation of technologies, ITOdi , comprise production- and capacity-
related elements (i.e. variable and fixed costs, respectively) and is given by equation 32:

ITOdi = ςiADFdiDDFdi

∑
j∈J

∑
c∈C

TOIfjdiCJjcd +
∑
j∈J

Mj∑
m=1

∑
c∈C

∑
t∈T

TOIvjdiPjmcdtν
dps
t /νdpY

 (32)

where TOIfjdi represents the fixed annual operational and maintenance impact for technology j and TOIvjdi
denotes the variable annual production impact for technology j (excluding cost and emissions due to the820

consumption of input resources – these are taken into account through the production of the inputs by
technologies further up the value chain or through resource purchase); both parameters are expressed in £
or kgCO2 per unit of capacity per year. The fixed cost component is multiplied by the total capacity of
technology j in cell c during decade d while the variable cost component is multiplied by the total processing
rate of technology j operating in all modes m in cell c in decade d during season t. The term νdpst /νdpY825

converts the per rate basis impacts to per season, which are then summed over all seasons t to obtain the
annual impact.

5.4. Demand and energy production

The annual average rate of production PGrd, in units of resource per rate basis, of a global demand resource
r ∈ RGD in decade d is given by equation 33. The factor, RP

t , defined in the Supplementary Material,830

converts the units of the summand to units of resource per season, which then becomes units of resource
once summed over all seasons and is finally converted back to units of resource per rate basis.

PGrd =
∑
j∈J

Mj∑
m=1

∑
c∈C

∑
t∈T

PjmcdtαjmdrγjmdrR
P
t ∀r ∈ RGD, d ∈ D (33)

The annual average production rate of a resource r ∈ RGD in decade d must be greater than or equal to the
fraction of the annual average demand that must be fulfilled by biomass as given by constraint 34. Here,
DG
rd is a parameter that represents the UK annual average demand for resource r ∈ RGD in decade d, which835

must be specified in units of resource per rate basis; βrd represents the minimum fraction of the demand for
resource r ∈ RGD that must be satisfied by biomass.

PGrd ≥ βrdDG
rd ∀r ∈ RGD, d ∈ D (34)

The annual average rate of production PLrd of a local demand resource r ∈ RLD in decade d, expressed as
units of resource per rate basis, is defined by equation 35. Here, the variable Drcdt, which appears in the
resource balance given by constraints 2 to 4, determines how much of the demand for a resource r ∈ RLD in840

cell c in decade d during season t is met.

PLrd =
∑
c∈C

∑
t∈T

DrcdtR
P
t ∀r ∈ RLD, d ∈ D (35)
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Similar to constraint 34, the annual average production rate of a resource r ∈ RLD in decade d must be
greater than or equal to the fraction of the annual average demand that must be satisfied by biomass, as
given by constraint 36. The parameter DL

rcd represents the average annual demand for resource r ∈ RLD

in cell c in decade d, in units of resource per basis. The average annual demand in each cell is summed to845

obtain the UK average annual demand. The user-specified parameter βrd represents the minimum fraction
of the demand for resource r ∈ RLD that must be fulfilled by biomass.

PLrd ≥ βrd
∑
c∈C

DL
rcd ∀r ∈ RLD, d ∈ D (36)

The total energy production is the sum of the global production and the local production, which is given by
equation 37, expressed in MWh per year.

PE,totd =
∑

r∈RGD|χr 6=0

PGrdU
MWh
r RY +

∑
r∈RLD|χr 6=0

∑
c∈C

∑
t∈T

DrcdtU
MWh
r RP

t RY (37)

The total energy production in decade d must be greater than or equal to the user-defined energy production850

target as given by constraint 38. Here, PE,mind represents the minimum total energy production (MWh per
year) during decade d.

PE,totd ≥ PE,mind ∀d ∈ D (38)

In some cases, for example when maximising profit, energy can be overproduced. To avoid unrealistically
high energy production, an upper bound can be specified using the parameter PE,maxd (MWh per year) and
the constraint below:855

PE,totd ≤ PE,maxd ∀d ∈ D (39)

The total exergy production in decade d is defined similarly to the total energy production (equation 37)
but with an exergy factor included in the summations:

PX,totd =
∑

r∈RGD

χrP
G
rdU

MWh
r RY +

∑
r∈RLD

∑
c∈C

∑
t∈T

χrDrcdtU
MWh
r RP

t RY (40)

The parameter χr represents the exergy factor of resource r, which is the fraction of energy that is available
to do useful work. For example, for electricity χr = 1 and for hot water χr ≈ 0.268 (assuming a typical
temperature of 90◦C for the district heating network [57]).860

The user may also specify the minimum rate of production of each energy vector by specifying the minimum
fraction of the total energy production. For transport fuels, the constraint is:

PTFd =
∑

r∈RTF

PGrdU
MWh
r RY ≥ pTF,mind PE,totd ∀d ∈ D (41)

where PTFd is the total production of transport biofuels (MWh per year), which include all r ∈ RTF , and
pTF,mind is the minimum fraction of the total energy production. Similar constraints, variables and parameters
exist for bio-heat, bio-methane, bio-electricity and bio-hydrogen (constraints 42 to 45).865
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PHeatd = PLHot water, dRY ≥ pHeat,mind PE,totd ∀d ∈ D (42)

PGasd = PGBio−methane, dRY ≥ pGas,mind PE,totd ∀d ∈ D (43)

PElecd = PGBio−electricity, dRY ≥ pElec,mind PE,totd ∀d ∈ D (44)

PH2

d = PGBio−hydrogen, dRY ≥ pH2,min
d PE,totd ∀d ∈ D (45)

5.5. Resource transport

The rate of transport of a resource r ∈ RQ from cell c to cell c′ via transport mode l ∈ L during decade d
in season t is defined by the positive variable Qrcc′ldt. In the resource balance given by constraints 2 to 4,
the fifth and sixth terms,

∑
c′|Γc′cl=1

∑
l∈LQrc′cldt|r∈RQ −

∑
c′|Γcc′l=1

∑
l∈LQrcc′ldt|r∈RQ , represent the net

rate of transport of resource r ∈ RQ into cell c from other cells c′. The parameter Γcc′l = 1 represents the870

feasible transport connections between cell c and cell c′ for a transport mode l; Γcc′l = 0 if transport is not
allowed.

The flow rate of resources is constrained by a user-specified parameter Qmaxrl , which denotes the maximum
rate of transport of resource r ∈ RQ via a transport mode l:

Qrcc′ldt ≤ Qmaxrl Γcc′l ∀r ∈ RQ; c, c′ ∈ C; l ∈ L; d ∈ D; t ∈ T (46)

5.5.1. Resource transport impact875

The decadal impact associated with the transport of resources in decade d is given by equation 47:

IQdi = ςiADFdiDDFdi
∑
r∈RQ

∑
c, c′∈C

∑
l∈L

∑
t∈T

TrOIrldiQrcc′ldtADDcc′lU
t
r RI

t ∀d ∈ D, i ∈ I (47)

where TrOIrldi is the unit impact of transporting resource r ∈ RQ by transport mode l ∈ L in decade d,
expressed in terms £ or kgCO2e per tonne per km. The cost component comprises a fixed cost for loading
and unloading; charter cost including hire, labour and overheads; and a fuel cost. GHG emissions are based
on the Biograce efficiencies [58] multiplied by the carbon intensity of the fuel.880

In equation 47, ADDcc′l represents the actual logistic distance between cells c and c′ travelled by transport
mode l expressed in km. These were obtained by converting straight line distances to expected travelled
distances using the tortousity factors. Since the resource flow rate, Qrcc′ldt, is expressed in terms of units of
resource per rate basis, unit conversion factors are needed: U t

r to convert the units of resource to tonne and
RI
t to convert the per rate basis to per seasonal basis, which are then summed over all seasons t to get the885

per annual basis.
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5.6. Resource import

In the resource balance defined by constraints 2 to 4, the last term on the left hand side represents the rate
of import, RIrcdt, of resource r ∈ RI through existing UK major ports, c ∈ Cship ⊂ C.

Although in general any resources can be imported, the BVCM currently considers the import of biomass890

resources only. This allows the model to analyse the role of biomass import as part of the future UK
energy mix, which is important considering the current reliance of the UK on biomass imports. Four import
scenarios are pre-defined: σ ∈ I ≡ {None, Low, Medium, High}, which allow the user explore these issuses.
The impacts of importing a resource, r ∈ RI , and its availability depend on the selected import scenario, σ?:

• None: no import of resources895

• Low: low availability, high price

• Medium: medium availability, medium price

• High: High availability, low price

These were derived from global supply-cost curves for a number of generic groups of biomass, g ∈ G ≡
{Energy crops, Forestry and sawmill residues, Small roundwood, Agricultural residues}. The parameterRGrg900

denotes the membership of each resource r in the import group g: RGrg = 1 if resource r is a member of
group g, RGrg = 0 otherwise. The maximum rate of import of each group g for import scenario σ in decade
d is represented by the parameter RImaxgdσ . This sets the upper bound for the total import of all resources r
in the import group g for the selected import scenario σ?:

∑
r∈RI

∑
c∈Cship

∑
t∈T

RIrcdtRGrg
νdpst

νdpY
U MWh
r ≤

RImaxgdσ

RY
∀σ = σ? ∈ I , g ∈ G , d ∈ D (48)

where the variable RIrcdt is the rate of import of resource r ∈ RI in cell c ∈ Cship in season t during decade d,905

expressed in terms of units of resource per rate basis. The other symbols in constraint 48 are unit conversion
factors: in the BVCM the RImaxgdσ data are given in MWh/year so these are converted to MWh per rate basis
using the factor RY . Similarly, the left hand side of constraint 48 is converted to MWh per rate basis using
the factor U MWh

r .

In any given year, each port can only receive and send a certain total amount of resource. These maximum910

inward and outward capacities, given in tonnes per year, are specified by the Department for Transport [53]
and are represented in the BVCM by the parameters PCinc and PCoutc , respectively. Constraint 49 models
the maximum inward capacity by summing all inward transport of resources in r ∈ RQ by ship and all
imported resources in r ∈ RI . Constraint 50 limits the outward capacity in a similar manner.

∑
r∈RQ

∑
c′∈Cship

∑
t∈T

Qrc′c,ship,dt
νdpst

νdpY
U t
r +

∑
r∈RI

∑
t∈T

RIrcdt
νdpst

νdpY
U t
r ≤

PCinc
RY

∀c ∈ Cship, d ∈ D (49)

915 ∑
r∈RQ

∑
c′∈Cship

∑
t∈T

Qrcc′,ship,dt
νdpst

νdpY
U t
r ≤

PCoutc

RY
∀c ∈ Cship, d ∈ D (50)
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5.6.1. Resource import impact

The decadal impact due to import of resources, IRIdi , for a selected import scenario, σ∗, is given by equation
51.

IRIdi = ςiADFdiDDFdi
∑
r∈RI

∑
c∈Cship

∑
t∈T

RIIridσ
RIrcdt
1− µr

RI
t ∀σ = σ? ∈ I , d ∈ D, i ∈ I (51)

whre RIIridσ represents the unit impact associated with the import of resource r ∈ RI , during decade d for
an import scenario σ ∈ I , expressed in £ or kgCO2e per units of resource on an oven-dry basis. The cost920

and emission will vary depending on the actual country of origin of the feedstock. However, in the BVCM the
origin of the import was not taken into account, instead the data for RIIridσ were based on typical exporting
countries. The price paid for biomass landed at a UK port typically consists of biomass production cost
(raw unprocessed biomass) in the country of origin, processing cost, transport cost (usually by road/rail and
sea) and profit margins with respect to the international supply chains. The GHG emissions for imported925

resources, on the other hand, include carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide emissions (calculated in
kgCO2 equivalent) due to cultivation, harvesting, drying, processing and transport of resources [59].

In equation 51 the unit impact is multiplied by the variable RIrcdt representing the rate of import of resource
r ∈ RI in cell c ∈ Cship in decade d during season t. The term in the denominator, (1− µr) , converts the
rate of resource import from a wet basis to a dry basis.930

5.7. Resource purchase

Some resources, e.g. chemicals and fossil energy resources such as natural gas and electricity, can be purchased
from a “grid” that exists in all cells. Note that bio-resources are usually not included in this because their
“purchase” is already considered as biomass production or resource import, as discussed in Sections 5.1 and
5.6.935

In the resource balance given by constraints 2 to 4, the variable RPrcdt represents the rate at which resource
r is purchased from the grid in cell c in decade d during season t. The maximum rate of purchase, RPmaxrd

(units of resource per year), imposes a cap on the rate of resource r that can be bought from the grid in
decade d as given by constraint 52. Again, the terms νdpst /νdpY and RY are unit conversion factors used to
express both sides of the constraint in terms of units of resource per rate basis.940

∑
c∈C

∑
t∈T

RPrcdtν
dps
t /νdpY ≤ RPmaxrd /RY ∀r ∈ R, d ∈ D (52)

5.7.1. Resource purchase impact

The decadal impact due to purchase of resources, IRPdi , is given by equation 53:

IRPdi = ςiADFdiDDFdi
∑

r∈RLD

∑
c∈C

∑
t∈T

RPIridRPrcdtR
I
t ∀d ∈ D, i ∈ I (53)

where RPIrid represents the unit impact associated with the purchase of resource r ∈ RLD during decade d,
expressed in £ or kgCO2e per units of resource. The unit purchase costs and emissions were collected from
the literature and existing models: for example the unit purchase impacts of key energy resources such as945
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electricity, natural gas, diesel and hydrogen from 2010 to 2050 were obtained from ETI–ESME, while those
for chemicals such as hexane, sulphuric acid, caustic soda were taken from current market trading data and
the future prices were derived by scaling up with gasoline prices from ETI–ESME.

5.8. Resource sale

Of the net production of a resource, some satisfies demands, some is sold and the rest may be disposed of950

(at a cost). Both the amount that is sold and the amount that satisfies demands contribute towards the
revenue.

In the resource balance given by constraints 2 to 4, the variable RSLrcdt represents the rate of sale of resource
r ∈ RLD in cell c in decade d during season t. For resource r ∈ RGD, the rate of sale in decade d is represented
by the variable RSGrd. To avoid the system being driven towards overproduction of certain resources with955

high values and to account for the limited market for these resources, a user-specified cap, RSmaxrd , expressed
in terms of units of resource per year, is used to limit the rate of sale of resource r ∈ R in decade d as given
by constraint 54. Here, the factors νdpst /νdpY and RY , which were already explained above, are used to
express each term in the constraint as units of resource per rate basis.

RSGrd|r∈RGD +
∑
c∈C

∑
t∈T

RSLrcdt|r∈RLDνdpst /νdpY ≤ RSmaxrd /RY ∀r ∈ R, d ∈ D (54)

For resource r ∈ RGD, the rate of sale, RSGrd, is the total production rate of that resource in excess of960

the demand, as given by constraint 55. Again, the upper limit on RSGrd is given by RSmaxrd as defined by
constraint 54.

PGrd − βrdDG
rd ≥ RSGrd ∀r ∈ RGD, d ∈ D (55)

For hot water, the production in excess of demand cannot be sold, i.e. RSmaxHot water, d = 0. Based on constraint
36, the total production of hot water may exceed its demand. However, this excess production is not given
any value, i.e. based on constraint 54, RSLHot water,cdt = 0.965

5.8.1. Resource value

The decadal revenue is given by equation 56, where RVrdi represents the unit value metric assigned to resource
r ∈ R which is accrued to the system whenever that resource fulfils demand or whenever excess production
of that resource is sold. As indicated by index i in the mathematical representation, this unit resource value
has three components: cost, CO2 emissions and non-CO2 emissions. In other words, in addition to receiving970

monetary value for the sale of resources, GHG emissions credits may also be obtained if green/bio- resources
displace supply of a resource by conventional methods. The data for RVrdi were collected from existing
models and the literature. For example, the prices for most of the bioenergy end vector produced (such as
bio-electricity, bio-methane, bio-diesel and bio-hydrogen) from 2010 to 2050 were obtained from ETI ESME.
The prices of co-products (such as glycerine, rapeseed meal, DDGS and winter wheat straw) were determined975

from current market trading data assuming that future prices stay constant. Animal slurries and digestate,
which offset each other as input/output to anaerobic digestion, were assumed to have zero cost, as was char
– the value of which was assumed to be for CO2 sequestration only. Similarly, for GHG emissions credits,
most of the bioenergy end vectors were assumed to displace their corresponding fossil vector in ETI–ESME
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(for example, bio-alcohols and bio-naptha displace fossil gasoline; bio-methane and fuel gas displace fossil980

natural gas) resulting in avoided fossil emissions. Some of the fossil carbon intensity data were determined
from UK’s carbon calculator for biofuels (based on Biograce standard values) [58]. The emission credits for
most of the co-products were also obtained from the Department for Transport’s carbon calculator [59], with
credits arising due to displaced animal feed, substituted fertiliser or avoided crop growth altogether.

In equation 56, the rate at which resource r ∈ R meets demand is represented by the terms Drcdt and985

βrdDG
rd, while the rate of sale of resource r ∈ R (produced in excess of the demand) is represented by RSLrcdt

and RSGrd. The user-specified binary parameter, ϑr = 1 if the credit for resource r is to be included in the
revenue, ϑr = 0 otherwise.

IRdi = ςiADFdiDDFdi
∑
r∈R

∑
t∈T

ϑrRVrdi

[∑
c∈C

(
RSLrcdt +Drcdt

)
|r∈RLD +

(
RSGrd + βrdD

G
rd

)
|r∈RGD

]
RI
t (56)

5.9. Resource storage

The right hand side of the resource balance represents the net excess production of a resource. This must990

either be stored for use in a later season or discarded (at a cost). The storage term comprises the inventory
of resource at the end of season t, Ircdt, and the amount of resource that is lost during storage (e.g. spoilage),
Slossrcdt. The storage loss is assumed to be proportional to the amount of resource in storage:

Slossrcdt =
4%r

NTNS
r

Ircdt (57)

The factor multiplying the storage inventory is determined using the number of seasons that the resource
can be stored, NS

r , and the fraction of resource that will be lost if it is stored for the full duration, %r.995

The change in inventory over season t is the amount at the end of the season minus the amount at the
beginning (which is equal to the amount at the end of the previous season) minus how much is lost. To
obtain a net rate of increase in inventory, this change is divided by a factor RI

t , which depends on the number
of seasons being modelled and the time unit being used.

Since each decade is assumed to be composed of 10 identical years, the inventory must not increase year1000

on year. Therefore, in the resource balance for the first season, t = 1, the change in inventory is calculated
using the inventory at the end of the final season: IrcdNT . This results in a cyclic inventory profile over the
year.

Storage capacity is modelled using a capacity balance:

Srcd = Srcd−1 + ∆Srcd ∀r ∈ RS , c ∈ C, d ∈ D (58)

where Srcd is the storage capacity for resource r in cell c at the beginning of decade d; Smaxrc0 is the initial1005

storage capacity; and ∆Srcd is the amount of new capacity installed at the beginning of decade d.

The storage inventory is therefore bounded from above by the storage capacity:

Ircdt ≤ Srcd ∀r ∈ RS , c ∈ C, d ∈ D, t ∈ T (59)
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5.9.1. Storage impact

Storage of resources and investment in storage capacity affect the economic and environmental performance
of the system through the following impacts.1010

The decadal storage operational impact ISOdi is given by equation 60, where SOIrdi is the unit impact of
storing resource r ∈ RS in decade d. For example, for biomass feedstocks, SOIrdi (£ or kgCO2e per units of
resource per season) includes the unit cost and emission due to moving, handling and settling the feedstocks
in the storage location.

ISOdi = ςiADFdiDDFdi
∑
r∈RS

∑
c∈C

∑
t∈T

4

NTSOIrdiIrcdt ∀d ∈ D, i ∈ I (60)

The decadal storage capital impact ISCdi is given by equation 61, where SCIrdi (£ or kgCO2e per units of1015

resource) is the unit storage capital impact.

ISCdi = ςiADFdiDDFdi
∑
r∈RS

∑
c∈C

SCIrdi∆Srcd ∀d ∈ D, i ∈ I (61)

5.10. Resource disposal

In order to account properly for the production of resources that have little or no value (that are by-products
from the production of some other valuable resource), a disposal impact (penalty) can be associated with
each resource. Also, including disposal cost in the model prevents negative-cost feedstocks (e.g. waste wood –1020

the utilisation of which generates revenue) being used in a very cheap technology (e.g. chipper or combustion
boiler) and then the product not being used anywhere (this is a situation that can arise with an alternative
formulation of the resource balance, where the resource disposal term is not included and the constraint is
an inequality so that any excess production of a resource can be discarded for free).

In the resource balance given in constraints 2 to 4, the variable RDrcdt represents the rate at which resource1025

r ∈ R is being disposed of in cell c in decade d during season t. The decadal impact of disposing resources,
IRDdi , is given by equation 62, where RDIrid is the unit resource disposal impact, expressed as £ or kgCO2e
per units of resource.

IRDdi = ςiADFdiDDFdi
∑
r/∈RW

∑
c∈C

∑
t∈T

RDIridRDrcdtR
I
t ∀d ∈ D, i ∈ I (62)

For waste resources, it is worth noting that not all of the constituent wastes, r ∈ RCW , will be used, thus they
must be discarded. In this case, their “disposal” contributes to the disposal cost by an amount exactly the1030

negative of their contribution to the waste utilisation cost due to the separation technology. Therefore, any
waste that is unused does not contribute at all to the objective function, i.e. the model only “pays” for the
wastes that it consumes. For better clarity, waste disposal costs are included in the waste utilisation impact
(equation 23) rather than in the resource disposal impact (hence the restriction r /∈ RW in the summation
in equation 62).1035

5.11. CCS technologies and CO2 transport

Carbon capture and storage is modelled by allowing certain modes of technologies to capture CO2 at a rate
proportional to the operation of the technology (kgCO2 per MWh of output), represented by the parameter
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$CCS
jmdi (which is equal to zero if the mode of the technology does not capture CO2). The captured CO2 must

then be transported via pipeline to a limited number of sequestration sites, c ∈ Cseq, where the amount1040

sequestered gives rise to CCS credits, which are deducted from the total CO2 emissions of the system.
However, there are additional impacts associated with the transport of the captured CO2. Both the CCS
credits and transport impacts contribute to the decadal CCS impacts, ICCS

di , defined by equation 65.

The rate of CO2 capture in any cell is given by equation 63, where the first three factors in the summation
give the rate of production of the main output of mode m of technology j (as described in Section 4.4). This1045

is then converted to MWh per rate basis using the factor U MWh
r and then to kgCO2 captured per rate basis

by multiplying with $CCS
jmdi; RI

t converts to total CO2 captured per season and the factor ςGHG_CO2 converts
to MkgCO2.

V captured
cdt =

∑
j∈J

Mj∑
m=1

PjmcdtαjmdrMO
jm

γjmdrMO
jm

U MWh
rMO
jm

$CCS
jmdiR

I
t ςGHG_CO2 ∀c ∈ C, d ∈ D, t ∈ T (63)

The CO2 balance is given by equation 64. The first term on the left hand side is the amount of CO2 captured,
as defined above, the second is the rate of transport of CO2 (MkgCO2/season) into cell c. The first term1050

on the right hand side is the rate of transport of CO2 out of the cell and the final term is the rate of CO2

sequestration (which is restricted to the sequestration sites, c ∈ Cseq). For convenience, instead of defining
another transport mode for pipeline, the connection rules for CO2 are the same as the “truck” mode since
all cells are connected to their adjacent neighbour.

V captured
cdt +

∑
c′|Γc′c,truck=1

QCO2

c′cdt =
∑

c′|Γcc′,truck=1

QCO2

cc′dt + V sequestered
cdt |c∈Cseq ∀c ∈ C, d ∈ D, t ∈ T (64)

5.11.1. CCS Impacts1055

The decadal impacts due to operation of CCS technologies and transport of CO2 are given by equation 65.
The cost component includes the cost of CO2 transport, where CTId is the cost of transporting 1 Mkg of
CO2 from one cell to another (approximately 80 km, taking tortuosity into account). The CO2 impact is
the negative of the total CO2 sequestered in each decade, which is the sum over all seasons of the amount
sequestered in each season multiplied by the number of years in a decade, νY pD.1060

ICCS
di =


ςiADFdiDDFdiCTId

∑
c, c′∈C

∑
t∈TQ

CO2

cc′dt ∀d ∈ D, i = Cost

−νY pD
∑
c∈Cseq

∑
t∈T V

sequestered
cdt ∀d ∈ D, i = GHG_CO2

0 ∀d ∈ D, i = GHG_Other

(65)

5.12. Objective function

The objective function, Z, to be minimised, is a weighted sum of the individual components of the total
impact (cost, CO2 emissions and other GHG emissions) and the energy and exergy production, defined by
equation 66.
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Z =
∑
d∈D

∑
i∈I

ζκ?diI
tot
di − ωE

∑
d∈D

PE,totd − ωX
∑
d∈D

PX,totd (66)

where κ? is the selected CO2 price scenario; Itotdi , defined by equation 67, is the total impact for decade1065

d; PE,totd is the total energy production in decade d, given by equation 37; and PX,totd is the total exergy
production in decade d, given by equation 40.

Itotdi = IBPdi +ITCdi +ITOdi +IQdi+I
RP
di +IRIdi +ISCdi +ISOdi +ICCS

di −IFSdi +IWU
di +IRDdi −IRdi ∀d ∈ D, i ∈ I (67)

The terms in the definition of the decadal total impact are:

• IBPdi : decadal biomass production impact, defined by equation 19

• ITCdi : decadal technology capital impact, defined by equation 311070

• ITOdi : decadal technology operating impact, defined by equation 32

• IQdi: decadal transport operating impact, defined by equation 47

• IRPdi : decadal resource purchase impact, defined by equation 53

• IRIdi : decadal resource import impact, defined by equation 51

• ISCdi : decadal storage capital impact, defined by equation 611075

• ISOdi : decadal storage operating impact, defined by equation 60

• ICCS
di : decadal CCS impact, defined by equation 65

• IFSdi : decadal forestry CO2 sequestration impact, defined by equation 17

• IWU
di : decadal waste utilisation impact, defined by equation 23

• IRDdi : decadal resource disposal impact, defined by equation 621080

• IRdi: decadal revenue, defined by equation 56

The weights are specified by the user in order to define a number of different objectives, for example: minimise
cost, maximise profit, minimise emissions, maximise energy/exergy production. GHG emissions can be
treated as individual components of the objective function (so effectively a multi-objective optimisation) or
as costs by multiplying the GHG emissions by a CO2 price, qκd. In the BVCM a number of CO2 price1085

scenarios are defined: κ ∈ K ≡ {None, Low, Medium, High}. The objective weights (for the total impacts)
in equation 66 depend on the selected CO2 price scenario and are given by:

ζκdi =


ωIi ∀κ = None, d ∈ D, i ∈ I

1 ∀κ 6= None, d ∈ D, i = Cost

qκdDDFdi ∀κ 6= None, d ∈ D, i 6= Cost

(68)
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When the CO2 price scenario κ = None is selected, the individual weights, ωIi , for the impacts must be
provided and ζκdi = ωIi . Depending on the values of these, the objective can be to minimise cost, minimise
emissions or any linear combination of these. To minimise cost, ωICost is set to 1 and other weights are set1090

to zero. To maximise profit, ωICostis set to 1, ωIi 6=Cost is set to zero and ϑr is set to 1 for resources r whose
values are to be included in the revenue, e.g. end vectors and by-products.

When the CO2 price scenario κ 6= None, the total impact weights, ζκdi, are set to 1 for the cost component
while those for the GHG components are set equal to the CO2 price, discounted back to 2010 using the
factor DDFdi.1095

6. Example case studies

Several studies using energy system models, e.g. UK MARKAL/TIMES [4] and ETI–ESME [1] have indi-
cated that bioenergy can be an important part of the energy mix that will enable the UK to meet its energy
and climate change objectives, such as the 2020 renewables targets [60] and the 2050 carbon reduction tar-
gets [61]. Although these models provide useful perspectives in terms of the contribution of bioenergy to the1100

UK energy system and to the decarbonisation targets, they are aggregated in nature and do not have the
granularity needed to perform an analysis that will show where, how and when bioenergy technologies can
be deployed for the greatest overall benefit to the future UK energy system.

This section describes example case studies using the BVCM to determine the most effective pathway that
meets an average level of energy demand and desirable GHG savings required from the UK bioenergy sector.1105

We note that three scenarios are not sufficient to gain any firm insights from the model. However, the
Energy Technologies Institute are currently exploring a large number of scenarios using the BVCM and will
publish, in the near future, a comprehensive insights paper on the role that biomass will play in achieving
the UK’s energy and emissions targets in 2050. Therefore, in the interest of space and because the focus of
this paper is the novel MILP model, the objective of this section is only to demonstrate the functionalities1110

of the BVCM rather than to provide insights into any specific scenarios.

6.1. Inputs

The target values for energy production and emission savings required from the UK bioenergy sector are
given in Table 4. It was assumed that up to 10% of UK land can be used for biomass production, with only
2% of the land in Level 1 available for bioenergy while 15% of the land in Levels 2 to 4 can be used. The1115

aim is to determine the optimal allocation of crops to available land, choice of technologies, where and when
they are deployed, transport and import of resources and what form of energy to produce.

Table 4: Decadal targets for bioenergy production and GHG emission savings used in the examples, and
representative values for CO2 prices used in the second example.

Decade Average bioenergy demand (TWh/yr) GHG emission targets (MtCO2e) CO2 price (£/tCO2e)
2010s 6.05 no target 23.20
2020s 17.97 32 48.60
2030s 38.70 -91.5 141.00
2040s 90.74 -387.5 473.25
2050s 127.94 -561 733.30
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The biomass yield potentials for the “medium” climate scenario and “business as usual” yield scenario are
selected and filtered using the UKERC 9 land constraint. The cultivation of food crops such as winter wheat,
sugar beet and oil seed rape is restricted to Level 1 land while energy crops like Miscanthus and SRC willow1120

can be grown in any of the levels. Also, the establishment yields for Miscanthus and SRC willow are specified
such that only upto 55% and 78%, respectively, of the yield potential is realised in the first decade of planting
(R. Taylor, personal communication, 16 September 2013).

Resources can be transported by road, rail, inland waterways and close costal shipping and can be imported
into major UK ports (with impacts and maximum rates defined by the “medium” scenario, as described in1125

Section 5.6). For waste potentials, the impacts are defined by the “medium” scenario. For CCS technologies,
initial sequestration sites have been selected as Peterhead and Humberside (cells 134 and 72, respectively),
as suggested by the ETI’s UK Storage Appraisal Project [62]. Finally, a discount rate of 3.5% and a finance
rate of 8% were used.

The first set of results is from an example case where the objective was to minimise cost, accounting for1130

co-product credits. The second set of results illustrates an example case where the profit was maximised
considering a medium CO2 price scenario and revenue can be obtained from the sale of final products and
co-products. The third scenario is similar to the first but considers minimisation of GHG emissions in order
to demonstrate the CCS technologies and CO2 transport to sequestration sites.

6.2. Results for an example cost-minimisation case1135

The results of the example cost-minimisation case are summarised in the maps shown in Figure 8, which
show the optimal allocation of land, location of technologies, utilisation of wastes, imports and resource
transport for the 2050s (maps such as these can be generated for all decades) and in the graphs shown in
Figure 9, which show the breakdown of emissions and costs over the 5-decade time horizon along with the
energy production and feedstock mixes for each decade.1140

Figure 8(a) shows the allocation of land for the 2050s. The pie chart in each cell indicates the relative areas
of land allocated to planting of biomass; the size of the pie chart indicates the total area of land allocated in
each cell. The majority of the allocated land in the 2050s is dedicated to growing “LRF for CO2 capture”
(green), which contributes towards meeting the GHG emissions targets. Energy crops are grown in some
areas, notably SRC willow (brown) in the north and west of Northern Ireland, part of Scotland and in north-1145

west of England, near the border with Scotland; Miscanthus (blue) is grown in south-east Northern Ireland
and in north-west England; winter wheat (red) and sugar beet (yellow) are grown in rotation throughout
the eastern and central parts of England.

Figure 8(b) shows the location of technologies in the 2050s. A large proportion of the energy demands is met
through production of heat (i.e. hot water) (see Figure 9(c)) and so it can be seen that in the 2050s some of1150

the larger technologies are “Boiler combustion medium” (light blue), “Boiler combustion large” (dark green),
and syngas boilers (magenta and voilet). The first two technologies are using various biomass feedstocks;
the syngas boilers are fed with syngas that is produced from the “Gasification Large” technologies (lime).
CCS technologies are located at the two key CCS sequestration sites, Peterhead and Humberside. Of the
winter wheat and sugar beet that are being grown in England, the winter wheat is transported to the 1st1155

generation butanol plant in Cambridgeshire indicated by the dark blue circle (see also the red and pink
arrows in Figure 8(d)) and the sugar beet is converted to sugar and sold to obtain co-product credits (it is
assumed that co-products sold would displace production of these resources by conventional means and thus
reduce GHG emissions).
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Figure 8: Results of the example cost-minimisation case showing the spatial distribution of resources and
technologies in the 2050s: (a) land allocation; (b) technologies; (c) import and waste utilisation and (d)
transport of resources.
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Figure 8(c) shows the imports of biomass (circles) and utilisation of wastes (shading). The majority of1160

imports are of SRC willow pellets (most of which arrives close to the Humberside CCS sequestration site and
is transported there – as indicated by the blue arrow in Figure 8(d)). Some SRF pellets are also imported
and transported to Humberside. Most of the waste utilisation is in central and eastern England, though by
2050 the waste potential is relatively small (see Figure 9(d)).

Finally, the transport of resources is shown in Figure 8(d). The SRC willow (brown arrows) grown in1165

Northern Ireland is transported to technologies located in the south-east of Northern Ireland; the two cells
close to the Scottish border both supply SRC willow to boilers located in the eastern cell of the two. Waste
wood chips (yellow arrows) are distributed throughout the UK. The SRC willow chips and SRF pellets being
imported are transported to the Humberside CCS sequestration site. As mentioned before, the red and pink
arrows indicate transport of winter wheat by truck and close coastal shipping, respectively; it is all directed1170

to and consumed in the 1st generation butanol plant.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9: Results of the example cost-minimisation case: (a) bioenergy system GHG emissions (cumulative
2010s - 2050s); (b) bioenergy system costs (cumulative 2010s - 2050s); (c) energy production mix; and (d)
feedstock mix.

Figure 9(a) shows the breakdown of GHG emissions over the whole 5-decade time horizon, with the total
GHG emissions indicated by the bar on the far right. The largest GHG emissions are from imports but these
are more than compensated by the emissions credits from CCS technologies and forestry sequestration. CCS
provides roughly twice the GHG emissions credits that forestry sequestration does.1175

Figure 9(b) shows the breakdown of costs (at 2010 levels) over the whole 5-decade time horizon, with the
total cost on the far right. The largest component of the costs is from imports, with technology capital and
operating costs second and third. About 90% of the cost of producing the biomass is offset by the co-product
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credits, coming from DDGS (Dried Distillers Grains with Solubles) and sugar beet sugar.

Figures 9(c) and 9(d) show the energy production and feedstock mixes, respectively. In the first two decades,1180

most of the energy is provided as heat, with some transport biofuels. Transport fuels are almost phased
out and replaced by electricity and hydrogen; the proportion of hot water is also reduced. The total energy
provided is indicated by the black line; it meets the targets in Table 4. Initially, the energy is provided by
UK-grown crops and wastes. The waste potentials are projected to fall off significantly by the 2040s, so
their utilisation also falls (in most scenarios, waste wood is fully utilised). In this example, the cost-optimal1185

solution is to import a higher proportion of biomass in later decades and to reduce the proportion of energy
from UK-grown biomass to just over 10% of the the total energy production in the 2050s. However, due
to the increasing energy demands (cf. Table 4), the absolute amount of energy produced from UK-grown
biomass from the 2010s to the 2050s increases from around 7 TWh/yr to around 21 TWh/yr. The total
energy content of the biomass grown and imported is shown by the black line in Figure 9(d); this is greater1190

than the energy targets due to the efficiency of the conversion technologies.

6.3. Results for an example profit-maximisation case

In the profit-maximisation case, all of the data were the same apart from the energy production targets given
in Table 4, which became the upper bound on energy production to avoid overproduction and the medium
CO2 price scenario was applied. The revenue from the sale of end-products and co-products was included in1195

the objective function this time.

The results are summarised briefly in Figure 10, which shows the breakdown of the GHG emissions (negative
values are actually GHG emissions credits), breakdown of costs, bioenergy mix and top 10 technology
utilisation. In addition to CCS and forestry CO2 sequestration credits, the GHG emissions credits from the
sale of end-products also contribute to meeting the GHG emissions savings targets given in Table 4. The1200

system’s GHG emissions are more negative than that of the cost-minimisation case due to the medium CO2

price scenario driving the profit. The forestry CO2 sequestration has increased slightly but CCS emissions
credits have more than trippled.

Because a CO2 price scenario is being applied, both the base costs and emissions costs can be seen in Figure
10(b). The base costs, represented by the dark bars, indicate the actual cost of the techologies, raw materials,1205

transport etc.; the CO2 emissions costs, represented by the light bars, indicate the cost of emitting CO2

(emissions multiplied by the CO2 price). In this scenario, significant profit is being made from the credits
gained by capturing and sequestering the CO2 resulting from the gasification with CCS and power generation
with CCS technologies (see Figure 10(d), where gasification technologies are more dominant and bio-oxyfuel
power generation with CCS replaces chemical looping).1210

In the early decades the bioenergy mix is mostly in the form of heat from the combustion of bio-methane in
syngas boilers but in the later decades bio-electricity and bio-hydrogen are more dominant. Compared with
the minimum-cost scenario, no transport fuels are produced, more hot water is produced in the first two
decades but it is phased out completely thereafter; bio-electricity and bio-hydrogen are produced in more
equal proportions.1215
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 10: Results for an example profit-maximisation case: (a) bioenergy system GHG emissions (cumu-
lative 2010s - 2050s); (b) bioenergy system costs, including CO2 costs/revenues (cumulative 2010s - 2050s);
(c) bioenergy mix; (d) top 10 technology utilisation (cumulative 2010s to 2050s).

6.4. Results for an example GHG-minimisation case

In the GHG-minimisation case, the input data were identical to the cost-minimisation case but since the
GHG emissions were being minimised, an upper bound on total cost was imposed to prevent solutions
with unrealistically high system costs. Figure 11 illustrates the network that transports CO2 from the CCS
technologies to the sequestration sites (in this case, Humberside and Peterhead, indicated by the green shaded1220

squares). The Peterhead sequestration site is fed by CO2 captured in three main locations: one in the same
cell and two further south, in Scotland. Two smaller sources of CO2 also feed into Peterhead. In England,
the Humberside sequestration site is fed by CO2 captured in a number of locations: six main sources are
piped to Humberside and a medium source of CO2 originates at the Humberside cell itself. Several smaller
sources spread around England and Wales also feed into the Humberside site, along with a small source in1225

south-west Scotland. Although not shown on the map, the main CCS sites correspond to major ports where
different biomass feedstocks are imported.
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Figure 11: CO2 captured by the CCS technologies and its transport to the sequestration sites in the 2050s
for the example GHG-minimisation case.

7. Conclusions

Biomass is expected to play a significant role in the future energy mix if the UK is to meet its GHG
emissions targets while satisfying an increasing demand for energy. As there are many alternative pathways1230

from biomass to energy, a comprehensive and flexible model is required to choose the most effective route
accounting for all end-to-end elements in the pathways: land use, biomass production (including arable crops,
energy crops and forestry); import, conversion, transport, storage, purchase, sale and disposal of resources;
CCS technologies; utilisation of waste resources (e.g. municipal and industrial solid waste). The most effective
route depends on the objective function chosen and the constraints imposed on the system. Therefore, the1235

model must support a large number of different scenarios. The model also needs to allow energy production
in a variety of forms: not just electricity, heat or bio-fuel alone but all of them simultaneously so that the
biomass value chain does not neglect any end-product energy vector and is not biased towards any particular
one.

In this paper, the novel mathematical formulation of the Biomass Value Chain Model (BVCM) was presented.1240

To date, to the authors’ knowledge, BVCM is the most comprehensive and flexible model for whole system
optimisation of biomass value chains. It is a spatio-temporal model that includes a large number of resources
and technologies and determines the optimal allocation of land to crop production in each decade and what
technologies to use to convert the crops to end-use energy vectors given any set of targets for bioenergy
production, which may be overall whole-system energy targets, targets for each energy vector and even1245
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targets at the regional level. A variety of objective functions can be formulated in the BVCM: minimise cost,
minimise GHG emissions, maximise overall system profit, maximise energy production and maximise exergy
production. These can be combined to form a custom objective function, e.g. combining cost and GHG
emissions with different weights in order to generate a Pareto curve. Constraints can also be customised
by the user either by selecting from pre-defined scenarios or by defining new constraints. For example, the1250

user can select which final energy vectors are included in a scenario or can allow the model to choose the
combination that results in the optimal performance of the chain.

To account for the large uncertainty in some of the data, a stochastic functionality is also included in the
BVCM, which allows the key inputs (e.g. yields, technology efficiencies, costs) to be sampled from a random
distribution and to produce distributions in the outputs. More robust solutions can be obtained by selecting1255

technologies that always appear in the mix. The BVCM also has a very user friendly interface allowing users
to configure a scenario easily, run the optimisation and analyse and visualise results.

Currently, the default data set is for the UK, represented by 157 square cells of length 50 km, over the period
of 50 years, in decades from the 2010s to the 2050s. Land use is modelled using four levels according to
the the CORINE Land Cover 2006 map. There are 93 different resources comprising bio-resources, wastes,1260

intermediates, final products and co-products. The bio-resources included are: winter wheat, sugar beet,
oilseed rape, SRC willow, Miscanthus, short and long rotation forestry. Yields and impacts for these crops
are provided for six different scenarios: all of the combinations of two UKCP09 climate scenarios (low and
medium) and three technology improvement scenarios (worst case, business as usual and best case). Each
of these scenarios are further filtered according to the UKERC land constraints. The user can refine these1265

further by specifying how much of the available area can be used for growing crops and up to which land-use
level they can be grown. For the waste resources, waste potentials for the UK are provided and there are
three cost scenarios. There are 69 distinct technologies, at different scales with multiple modes (more than
1200 combinations in total), including: pre-treatment and densification; gaseous fuel production; liquid fuel
production; heat, power and combined heat and power generation; waste-to-energy; and carbon capture1270

technologies. Resources can be transported by road, rail, inland waterways and close-costal shipping and
can be imported into major UK ports with three import scenarios relating to the impacts and availability
of the resources. Also, three different CO2 price scenarios are provided for use when the objective function
is set to consider the monetary value of GHG emissions.

The BVCM is data-driven, so it can easily be extended to include other resources, technologies, etc. by1275

adding to the database. It can be applied to other countries simply by providing a different data set for
the available land areas, yield potentials (and impacts), waste potentials and so on. All of these require no
reformulation of the model.

Three example scenarios using different objective functions, given energy production and emissions savings
targets, were presented to demonstrate the capabilities of the model. In each case, a number of different1280

forms of energy were produced (heat, electricity, hydrogen and transport fuels) using a variety of feedstocks
and technologies. This illustrates the need to include all end energy vectors in the model; something that
very few existing models do.

Future enhancements to the model include: consideration of emissions due to land-use change by integrating
the results of the ELUM project [63] (currently underway); the inclusion of third-generation bioenergy1285

technologies, such as aquatic biomass; and inclusion of social impacts.

Overall, the BVCM is a very useful toolkit for roadmapping the future biomass value chain pathways and it
can provide valuable insights on how to implement bioenergy systems without negative sustainability related
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impacts. Indeed, the Energy Technologies Institute are currently using the BVCM to perform a large number
of studies in order to gain such insights for the UK, which will be published in the near future. The purpose1290

of this paper was to present the model formulation in full so that the insights can be understood in the
context of the capabilities and limitations of the model.
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Nomenclature

Indices and sets

c, c′ ∈ C Spatial cells
c ∈ Cseq ⊂ C CCS sequestration cells
c ∈ Cship ⊂ C Ports for coastal shipping
d ∈ D Decades
g ∈ G Resources group for import
i ∈ I Impacts (or key performance indicators): currently, I ≡ {Cost, GHG_CO2, GHG_Other}
j ∈ J Technologies
jF ∈ JF Technology families
k ∈ K Land classifications based on the CORINE Land Cover Map
l ∈ L Transport modes
m ∈Mj Modes of technology j, Mj ≡ {1, . . . ,Mj}
r ∈ R Resources
r ∈ RB ⊂ R Crops
r ∈ RCW ⊂ RW Components of “Waste-All”
r ∈ RGD ⊂ R Global demand resources
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r ∈ RF ⊂ RB Forestry resources
r ∈ RI ⊂ R Resources that can be imported from abroad
r ∈ RLD ⊂ R Local demand resources
r ∈ RQ ⊂ R Resources that can be transported
r ∈ RRo ⊂ RB Crops that rotate with winter wheat
r ∈ RS ⊂ R Resources that can be stored
r ∈ RTF ⊂ R Transport fuels
r ∈ RW ⊂ R Waste resources
s ∈ S Yield scenarios
t ∈ T Seasons
u ∈ U Land area ramp-up rate scenarios
w ∈W Waste cost scenarios
y ∈ Y Years
κ ∈ K CO2 price scenarios
φ ∈ F Forestry sets
σ ∈ I Import scenarios

Parameters

Acell
c Total area of each cell [ha]

Acumck Available area of cell c at level k (cumulative) [ha]
Amaxrdu Maximum land area allocated for crop r ∈ RB in decade d [ha]
Atotd Total available area for all crops in decade d [ha]
ADDcc′l Actual logistic distance between cells c and c′ for transport mode l [km]
ADFdi Factor that discounts annual payments within a decade d to the beginning of that decade
APrc Binary parameter: 1 if crop r ∈ RB is allowed in cell c, 0 otherwise
ajd Binary parameter: 1 if technology j is avaialable for use in decade d, 0 otherwise
BPIrscdi Unit impact of producing crop r ∈ RB , excluding opportunity costs, for a yield scenario s in cell

c in decade d [£/odt or kgCO2e /odt]
BPIFrφdi Unit impact of producing forestry resource r ∈ RF in set φ in decade d [£/ha/yr or kgCO2e

/ha/yr]
BPIGMrscdi Unit impact of producing crop r ∈ RB , including opportunity costs, for a yield scenario s in cell

c in decade d [£/odt or kgCO2e/odt]
BPIhardi Additional unit impact per hectare of producing crop r ∈ RB in decade d [£/ha/yr or kgCO2e

/ha/yr]
BPItrdi Additional unit impact per tonne, independent of location, of producing crop r ∈ RB in decade

d [£/t or kgCO2e /t]
BRjd Maximum number of technology j at maximum capacity per year in decade d
BRFjF d Maximum capacity at which technologies belonging to family jF can be built in decade d [MW

main output/yr]
CJ0

jc Existing capacity of technology j in cell c [unit of capacity]
Cminjd Minimum production capacity of technology j in decade d [unit of capacity]
Cmaxjd Maximum production capacity of technology j in decade d [unit of capacity]
CJRminjcd Minimum capacity of technology j retired in cell c in decade d [unit of capacity]
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CTId Unit CO2 transport cost [£/1 MkgCO2/80 km]
DDFdi Factor that discounts payments back to 2010
dErφ Harvesting decade of forestry set φ
dSrφ Planting decade of forestry set φ
ELjd Economic life of technology j purchased at the beginning of decade d (years)
Frφscdi Rate of CO2 accumulation of forestry resource r ∈ RF in set φ for a yield scenario s in decade d

[tCO2/ha/yr]
f

′B
rt Fraction of annual yield of crop r ∈ RB produced in season t
fAkd Fraction of land area of level k available for biomass production in decade d
fBEr Establishment yield fraction of crop r ∈ RB

GMrscd Gross margin for producing crop r ∈ RB for a yield scenario s in cell c in decade d [£ /odt]
k? Selected land area level
LHVr Lower heating value of resource r [GJ/t]
NS
r Number of seasons that resource r can be stored

NT Number of seasons (in a year)
Mj Number of modes of technology j
PCinc Maximum inward capacity of a port c ∈ Cship [t/yr]
PCoutc Maximum outward capacity of a port c ∈ Cship [t/yr]
pGas,mind Fraction of the total energy production as bio-methane
PE,mind Minimum total energy production [MWh/yr]
PE,maxd Maximum total energy production [MWh/yr]
pElec,mind Fraction of the total energy production as bio-electricity
pHeat,mind Fraction of the total energy production as bio-heat
pH2,min
d Fraction of the total energy production as bio-hydrogen
pTF,mind Fraction of the total energy production as transport biofuels
Qmaxrl Maximum transport rate of resource r by transport mode l [unit of resource/rate basis]
qκd CO2 price for a scenario κ in decade d [£/kg]
RDIrid Unit disposal impact [£/unit of resource or kgCO2e/unit of resource]
RFjdd′ Fraction of capacity of technology j retired in decade d after capacity was first installed in

decade d′

RGrg Binary parameter: 1 if resource r is a member of import group g, 0 otherwise
RImaxgdσ Maximum rate of import of resource group g in decade d for an import scenario σ [MWh/yr]
RIIridσ Unit impact of importing resource r ∈ RI in decade d for an import scenario σ [£/odt or

kgCO2e/odt]
RPmaxrd Maximum rate of purchase of resource r from the “grid” in decade d [unit of resource/yr]
RPIrid Unit impact of importing resource r in decade d [£/unit of resource or kgCO2e/unit of resource]
RSmaxrd Maximum rate of sale of resource r in decade d [unit of resource/yr]
RVrdi Unit value of resource r in decade d [£/unit of resource or kgCO2e/unit of resource]
SCIrdi Unit storage capital impact [£/unit of resource or kgCO2e/unit of resource]
SOIrdi Unit storage operational impact [£/unit of resource/season or kgCO2e/unit of resource/season]
s? Selected yield scenario
TCIjdi Unit technology capital impact [£/unit of capacity or kgCO2e/unit of capacity]
TDFjdi Techology Discount Factor: discounts the capital cost of technology j to the beginning of

purchased decade d
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TOIfjdi Fixed unit operating impact for technology j in decade d [£/unit of capacity/yr or kgCO2e/unit
of capacity/yr]

TOIvjdi Variable unit operating impact for technology j in decade d [£/unit of capacity/yr or
kgCO2e/unit of capacity/yr]

TrOIrldi Unit impact of transport of resource r ∈ RQ by mode l in decade d [£/t/km or kgCO2e/t/km]
u? Selected land area ramp-up rate scenario
WASIcdiw Unit impact of separating “Waste-All” into its components, [£/odt or kgCO2e/odt]
WPrcd Waste potential of waste resource r ∈ RCW in cell c in decade d [unit of resource/yr]
WUIridw Unit waste utilisation impact of resource r ∈ RW in decade d for a cost scenario w [£/t or

kgCO2e/t]
xrcd Mass fraction of component r ∈ RCW of “Waste-All” in cell c in decade d
Yrscd Maximum yield of resource r ∈ RB for a yield scenario s in cell c in decade d [odt/ha/yr]
Y Frφscd Maximum yield of resource r ∈ RF in forestry set φ for a yield scenario s in cell c in decade d

[odt/ha/yr]
yRor Number of winter wheat years in a single year of rotated crop r ∈ RB

βrd Minimum fraction of the demand for resource r to be satisfied by biomass in decade d
Γcc′l Feasible transport connections between cells c and c′ for a transport mode l
ΥBPI
rdi Uplift/downlift factor for the cost of producing crop r ∈ RB in decade d

ΥTCI
jF d

Uplift/downlift factor for the capital cost of technology family jF in decade d
ΥY
rd Uplift/downlif factor for the yield potential of resource r ∈ RB in decade d

αjmdr Conversion factor for resource r in technology j when operating in mode m in decade d
γjmdr Cofiring fraction for resource r in technology j when operating in mode m in decade d (1 for all

technologies except for cofired technologies)
ζκdi Objective function weight including CO2 price for a scenario κ in decade d
θjF j Binary parameter: 1 if technology j belongs to family jF , 0 otherwise
ϑr Binary parameter: 1 if the value of resource r is to be included in the revenue, 0 otherwise
ι Discount rate
λr Land area level upto which crops r ∈ RB can be planted
µr Mass fraction of water in resource r
$CCS
jmdi Unit CCS CO2 credits [kgCO2/MWh output]

ρr Density of resource r [kg/m3]
%r Total fraction of resource r lost after storing for the full number of seasons
ςi Scaling factor (1×10−6)
τ Finance rate
νdpst Number of days in season t
νdpY Number of days in a year
νY pD Number of years in a decade
νhpd Number of hours in a day
νhpY Number of hours in a year
σ? Selected import scenario
χr Exergy per unit energy for resource r
ψc Ratio of straw to grain mass in cell c
ωE Weight of energy production in the objective function
ωIi User-specifed objective function weight for impact i
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ωX Weight of exergy production in the objective function
Ajd Fraction of a year at which technology j is available for operation in decade d
DG
rd Annual average demand for resource r ∈ RGD during decade d [unit of resource per rate basis]

DL
rcd Annual average demand for resource r ∈ RLD in cell c during decade d [unit of resource per rate

basis]
R Rate (or time unit) basis [hour, day or year]
Rh Time unit conversion factor [rate basis per hour]
RY Time unit conversion factor [rate basis per year]
RI
t Time unit conversion factor [rate basis per season]

RP
t Time unit conversion factor [year per season]

Ur Unit of resource r [t, m3 or MWh]
U MWh
r Factor that converts the units of resource r to MWh

U t
r Factor that converts the units of resource r to tonne

Positive variables

Arcd Area allocated to crop r ∈ RB in cell c and decade d [ha]
AFrφcd Area allocated to forestry resource r ∈ RF in set φ in cell c and decade d [ha]
Brcd Rate of growth and haversting of resource r ∈ RB in cell c and decade d [odt/rate basis]
Bstraw
cd Rate of production of winter wheat straw in cell c in decade d [odt/rate basis]

CJjcd Total capacity of technology j in cell c and decade d [unit of capacity]
CJIjcd Capacity investment in technology j in cell c and decade d [unit of capacity]
CJRjcd Capacity retirement of technology j in cell c and decade d [unit of capacity]
Drcdt Demand for resource r ∈ RLD that is satisfied in cell c in decade d during season t [unit of

resource/rate basis]
Ircdt Amount of resource r ∈ RS in storage in cell c in decade d during season t [unit of resource]
IBPdi Impact of biomass production in decade d [£M/decade or MkgCO2e /decade]
ICCS
di Impact of CCS in decade d [£M/decade or MkgCO2e /decade]
IFSdi Impact of forestry CO2 sequestration in decade d [MkgCO2e/decade]
IQdi Impact of transport operation in decade d [£M/decade or MkgCO2e /decade]
IRdi Revenue from the sale of resources in decade d [£M/decade or MkgCO2e /decade]
IRDdi Impact of disposing of resources in decade d [£M/decade or MkgCO2e /decade]
IRIdi Impact of importing resources in decade d [£M/decade or MkgCO2e /decade]
IRPdi Impact of purchasing resources in decade d [£M/decade or MkgCO2e /decade]
ISCdi Impact of investing in storage capacity in decade d [£M/decade or MkgCO2e /decade]
ISOdi Impact of operating the storage in decade d [£M/decade or MkgCO2e /decade]
ITCdi Impact of investing in new technologies in decade d [£M/decade or MkgCO2e /decade]
ITOdi Impact of operating and maintaining the technologies in decade d [£M/decade or MkgCO2e

/decade]
Itotdi Total impact in decade d [£M/decade or MkgCO2e /decade]
IWU
di Impact of utilising waste resources in decade d [£M/decade or MkgCO2e /decade]
PGasd Annual bio-methane production in decade d [MWh/yr]
PE,totd Annual total energy production in decade d [MWh/yr]
PElecd Annual bio-electricity production in decade d [MWh/yr]
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PHeatd Annual bio-heat production in decade d [MWh/yr]
PH2

d Annual bio-hydrogen production in decade d [MWh/yr]
PTFd Annual transport biofuel production in decade d [MWh/yr]
PLrd Annual average rate of production of local demand resource r ∈ RLD [unit of resource/rate basis]
PX,totd Annual total exergy production in decade d [MWh/yr]
Qrcc′ldt Rate of transport of resource r ∈ RQ between cells c and c′ using mode l in decade d during

season t [unit of resource/rate basis]
QCO2

cc′dt Rate of CO2 transport from capture cell c to sequestration cell c′ during decade d in season t
[MkgCO2/season]

RDrcdt Rate of disposal of resource r in cell c in decade d during season t [unit of resource/rate basis]
RIrcdt Rate of import of resource r from port c ∈ Cship in decade d during season t [unit of

resource/rate basis]
RPrcdt Rate of purchase of resource r ∈ RLD from the “grid” in cell c in decade d during season t [unit

of resource/rate basis]
RSGrd Rate of sale of resource r ∈ RGD in cell c in decade d during season t [unit of resource/rate basis]
RSLrcdt Rate of sale of resource r ∈ RLD in cell c in decade d during season t [unit of resource/rate basis]
Srcd Storage capacity for resource r in cell c at the beginning of decade d [unit of resource]
Slossrcdt Amount of resource r ∈ RS lost in storage in cell c in decade d during season t [unit of resource]
V captured
cdt Rate of CO2 capture in cell c during decade d in season t [MkgCO2/season]
V sequestered
cdt Rate of CO2 sequestration in cell c ∈ Cseq during decade d in season t [MkgCO2/season]
WACcdt The total rate of utilisation (i.e. in technologies) and separation of “Waste-All” [unit of

resource/rate basis]
WFcdt Rate at which “Waste-All” is separated into its components in cell c in decade d during season t

[unit of resource/rate basis]
∆Srcd Amount of storage capacity for resource r in cell c added in decade d [unit of resource]
Pjmcdt Rate of operation of technology j in mode m in cell c in decade d during season t [unit of main

input or output/rate basis]

Free variables

IWU
di Impact of utilisation of wastes in decade d [£M/decade or MkgCO2e /decade]
PGrd Annual average rate of production of global demand resource r ∈ RGD in decade d [unit of

resource/rate basis]
Z Objective function

Integer variables

NJIjcd Number of technologies j invested in cell c in decade d
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